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ABSTRACT 
 
An experimental wind tunnel study on the dynamic response of a 300 m tall guyed 
telecommunication mast under various wind loads was undertaken at the Boundary 
Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory (BLWTL) in the University of Western Ontario, 
London, Canada. Although the dynamic response of guyed masts subjected to turbulent 
wind loads has been routinely analyzed using a number of numerical models, typically 
in the frequency domain, limited experimental verification of the dynamic analysis 
results has been performed. Full-scale measurements, where available, have proven to 
be difficult to correlate with analytical models due to the tremendous uncertainty 
inherent in field measurements. As a result, the need for systematic validation of 
existing analytical models remains.  
In this investigation, a representative 300 m tall guyed telecommunication mast 
has been designed and modeled to an appropriate scale. Based on Canadian Standard 
CSA S37-01, and an empirical study on 41 existing guyed masts, the 300 m tall guyed 
mast was designed using wind load conforming to representative Canadian climate data 
obtained from National Building Code of Canada (NBCC 1995). Appropriate properties 
for the dynamically scaled full aeroelastic model were derived from the 300 m tall 
prototype guyed mast, which was intended to represent a realistic guyed mast for 
broadcasting applications in Canada. 
The wind tunnel test of the guyed mast model was carried out in both open 
country and over water exposures, simulating medium and low turbulence flow 
conditions, respectively. Dynamic response characteristics measured during the wind 
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tunnel tests have been analysed and summarized, including dynamic displacements, 
bending moments, response spectra and peak factors, as well as natural frequencies, 
mode shapes and structural damping. Comparisons have been made with predictions 
obtained from an existing frequency domain analysis model.  
The wind tunnel test results show that good agreement was generally achieved 
between the frequency domain analytical model and the wind tunnel model with respect 
to both the magnitude and distribution of the monitored responses. It was found that 
measured dynamic bending moments were distributed in a fairly uniform manner over 
the mast height, and that mean (static) bending moments exhibit large variations, along 
with near-zero response zones at points of contraflexure. It was also found that 
nonlinear damping effects, associated with vibrations of the highly slackened leeward 
guys on the upper levels of the mast, may be beneficial in reducing dynamic mast 
displacements.  
The spectrum studies indicated that lowest modes were dominated by large guy 
movements at top guy level and small mast movements, the middle modes were 
characterized by coupled effects between the guyed cables and mast, meanwhile the 
highest modes involved significant mast movements with little guy vibration. It is 
evident that the top of the mast displacement are dominated by the first and second 
modes.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1   INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
 
Because of their height, slenderness and overall flexibility, guyed 
telecommunication masts are inherently sensitive to dynamic excitation provided by 
wind turbulence. The low self weight and the relatively small equipment loads carried 
also mean that wind action accounts for a disproportionately high portion of critical 
structural load effects relative to conventional civil engineering structures.  
Guyed communication masts play a strategic role in the ever-increasing global 
communication networks and broadcasting industry, as a means of supporting a variety 
of antennas and transmission equipment (Figure 1.1). Therefore, the cost to society of a 
failure or collapse of a guyed mast in terms of the loss of transmission and the 
associated safety risks typically far outweighs the cost of the structure itself. In 
particular, problems can arise due to the lack of communication in the case of 
emergencies. As a result, ensuring the reliability and security of guyed mast 
performance is of great importance. 
A schematic of a typical guyed mast is illustrated in Figure 1.2. A guyed mast 
usually comprises a slender lattice steel mast that is typically pinned at its base, guyed 
cables anchored at ground level and, perhaps, a flexible antenna cantilevered on the top 
of the mast. The mast typically has three or four legs, made from solid round members, 
galvanized steel angles or tubes, connected by horizontal and diagonal components
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Figure 1.1.  A typical guyed mast (photo courtesy of Weisman Consultants Inc.). 
 
(web members), assembled in different configurations, which serve to transfer wind 
induced forces to the foundation. Masts with triangular cross sections (three legs) are 
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Figure 1.2. Typical guyed mast configuration. 
 
most commonly used in North America, while masts with square cross sections (four 
legs) are popular in Europe and the other parts of the world (Wahba 1999). The 
pretensioned guyed cables supply lateral supports to the mast at several levels along the 
mast height as a means of reducing vibration and increasing the stiffness of the 
structure; as well, guy cables contribute to internal damping, apply axial prestressing 
forces to the mast, and help transfer wind loads from the mast to the ground.  
Guyed masts account for the tallest man-made structures in the world, with some 
exceeding 600 m in height. At the same time, they have relatively light self weights, and 
they are very slender, with typical face width to height ratios ranging from 1/80 to 
1/180, making them extremely flexible. The slenderness of the mast, and the inherent 
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sag in the guys, which introduces non-linearity to the system, as well as the complex 
interaction between mast and guys, make the structural behaviour very complicated and 
significantly different from other conventional structures.  
The random, dynamic and fluctuating nature of wind also introduces additional 
complexity to the structural analysis. The dynamic response of guyed masts under gusty 
wind conditions is known to exhibit significantly different characteristics, as well as 
being generally larger, than the static response to the steady component of the wind 
(Sparling et al. 1996). As a result, an accurate assessment of dynamic wind load effects 
is essential for developing a safe design for guyed masts. 
1.2 BACKGROUND  
Over the years, the dynamic characteristics of guyed masts under turbulent wind 
loads have been of great interest for researchers world-wide due to their complexity, the 
inherent non-linearity of the structure and the complicated nature of wind loads in the 
boundary layer. The significant differences between the static and dynamic behaviour of 
guyed masts have been studied by a number of researchers (Kolousek 1947, Davenport 
1959, Beitin 1969, Vellozzi 1975, Allsop 1983, Davenport and Loh 1986, Ben Kahla 
1993, Sparling 1995, Sparling and Gress 1997, Wahba 1999). Generally, shorter and 
stiffer structures can be analyzed using a simple static analysis method. For taller and 
more flexible structures, such as guyed masts, on the other hand, more sophisticated 
dynamic analysis techniques are required to predict the peak dynamic response. The 
current Canadian design CSA Standard S37-01 (CSA 2001) cautions that special 
attention should be paid to the dynamic effects of wind for guyed masts over 250 m in 
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height. That is, the loads corresponding to the peak dynamic response should be 
considered carefully in design.          
The dynamic response of telecommunication guyed masts, subjected to turbulent 
wind loads, has been routinely analyzed using a number of numerical models. Static 
analysis models such as the gust factor method, employed in CSA S37-01 (CSA 2001), 
determine the peak, or total, response by simply factoring the mean loads by a constant 
value, a so-called gust factor; pseudo-dynamic analysis models, such as the patch load 
method (Sparling 1995) and other simplified methods (Sparling and Gress 1997, BS 
8100-4 1995), estimate the dynamic portion of the response by manipulating a series of 
factors based on purely static analysis results. Typically, two general types of dynamic 
analytical models, frequency domain and time domain methods (Davenport 1959, 
Vellozzi 1975, IASS 1981, Allsop 1983, Davenport and Loh 1986, Sparling 1995), have 
been used to perform full dynamic analyses of guyed masts. 
While the available numerical models have been developed to a fairly high level 
of technical sophistication, uncertainty remains regarding some of the key underlying 
physical processes. Issues requiring clarification include the role and significance of 
nonlinear guy behaviour, the relative importance of the across wind response, and the 
effective damping and drag area of guyed mast structures. Furthermore, the question of 
whether existing normal numerical models account for the inherent non-linearity of 
guyed masts in an adequate manner requires better understanding of the true dynamic 
behaviour of the structure. To date, insufficient experimental data are available to 
adequately answer these questions and, thus, to validate the proposed analytical 
methods.  
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Full-scale field measurements provide the most direct indication of guyed mast 
behaviour (Peil and Nölle 1992, Fahleson 1995); however, this type of testing is usually 
costly and difficult to carry out. First of all, the size of these structures, coupled with 
their generally remote locations, makes the required instrumentation both costly and 
inconvenient to install; second, the complex and random nature of the turbulent wind 
loading is difficult to characterize to the degree that can be reliably replicated in 
numerical studies. In addition, the terrain of the site restricts the turbulence conditions 
that can be studied. Furthermore, extreme loading events, which are of most interest 
from a design perspective, may not occur over extended periods of time, if ever. 
Therefore, there remains a need for simpler experiments which are capable of 
examining the dynamic response of guyed masts subject to realistic wind loads. 
Wind tunnel testing, as a convenient alternative to field measurements, provides 
an opportunity to observe the dynamic response of large-scale structures under realistic 
wind loading. Among the advantages associated with wind tunnel tests are: the 
relatively low costs involved; the ability to control, measure and reliably quantify the 
wind climate; the opportunity to study design level wind storms; and the ability to 
install intensive levels of instrumentation. Wind tunnel investigations are recognized as 
an alternative approach to conventional analytical methods in situations where more 
precise information or where extreme wind conditions are sought. 
1.3 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 
The need to obtain the experimental data relating to the dynamic response of 
guyed masts under wind loads was the motivating factor for this study. The primary 
objective of the wind tunnel study was therefore to obtain reliable measurement data 
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representing the dynamic response of a full scale 300 m tall guyed mast under various 
wind conditions. 
The current project has been designed to use wind tunnel testing, which provides a 
realistic assessment of the detailed wind load distribution, to determine the nonlinear, 
wind-induced dynamic response characteristics of guys and guyed telecommunication 
masts under both open country (moderate turbulence) exposure and over water (low 
turbulence) exposure.  
The specific objectives of this research program are as follows: 
• To assess the dynamic response of an aeroelastic wind tunnel model of a realistic 
300 m tall guyed mast; 
• To perform comparisons between the measured dynamic response of the 
physical model and that predicted based on a frequency domain analytical 
model;  
• To validate the existing frequency domain model as well as the accepted design 
standard approach; 
• To obtain experimentally measured data relating to the dynamic response of 
guyed masts under various wind conditions as well as wind azimuths; and 
• To evaluate different wind orientation effects on the dynamic response 
characteristics of both the mast and guy cables. 
In this investigation, one open country wind condition and one over water wind 
condition were considered when performing the wind tunnel test to determine the 
dynamic characteristics of guyed masts. While the three-dimensional buffeting response 
due to wind turbulence was measured, the predicted response based on the numerical 
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model was limited to the two-dimensional response only. In addition, buffeting was the 
only source of dynamic excitation considered and the mast and the guy cables were 
assumed to be ice free.  
1.4 METHODOLOGY 
The current research project made use of wind tunnel testing to determine the 
wind-induced, nonlinear dynamic response characteristics of guys and guyed 
telecommunication masts under various wind conditions. The primary focus of the 
investigation was to obtain experimental measurements of guyed mast dynamic 
behaviour in order to compare the measured response with predictions obtained from an 
existing numerical model. 
Based on a frequency domain analytical approach, Sparling (1995) developed a 
numerical model specifically for guyed masts. This model was adopted throughout this 
study as the basis for comparison with the wind tunnel test results. This numerical 
model is introduced in detail in Section 2.5. 
The current investigation was conducted incorporating the following steps. First of 
all, a representative 300 m tall guyed mast was designed on the basis of the Canadian 
design standard S37-01 (CSA 2001) and a parametric study of the typical physical 
characteristics of 41 existing guyed masts. The design wind load was selected from 
National Building Code of Canada (NBCC 1995) climatic data, which describe design 
wind conditions in Canada. The full dynamic response of the 300 m tall guyed mast was 
analysed using the frequency domain numerical model; as well, the design was checked 
using the commercially available static analysis software GUYMAST, generously 
supplied by Weisman Consultants Inc. (Toronto, Canada). In this way, an attempt was 
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made to produce a design for a realistic guyed mast that could be used for broadcasting 
applications in Canada. 
Second, a full aeroelastic model of the 300 m tall guyed mast was designed based 
on Froude number scaling. The appropriate properties of the structure, such as stiffness, 
mass and drag area of the mast and guy cables were derived from the prototype of the 
300 m guyed mast described above. Third, the aeroelastic model of the guyed mast was 
then constructed to a scale of 1:100 at the College of Engineering, University of 
Saskatchewan, and was instrumented at the Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory 
(BLWTL) of the University of Western Ontario, London, Canada.  
After fabrication was completed, wind tunnel testing of the guyed mast model was 
carried out at the BLWTL. The wind tunnel test was conducted in both open country 
and over water flow conditions to study the dynamic response of guyed masts to various 
wind loads. Three different orientations relative to the mean wind direction, including 
wind parallel to the windward guy lane, wind parallel to one face of the mast, and wind 
perpendicular to one face of the mast (denoted in subsequent discussions as wind at 0o, 
30o and 60o, respectively) were conducted in order to obtain the maximum peak 
dynamic response to wind loads from any direction. In addition, the properties of the 
guyed mast model were measured under still wind conditions in order to quantify its 
fundamental mode shapes, natural frequencies and structural damping. 
Finally, the results of the test were analysed to provide estimates of full scale 
structural dynamic response characteristics such as bending moment, displacement, 
natural frequencies, mode shapes, damping and response spectra, which were then 
compared with results from the existing frequency domain analysis model.  
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1.5 OUTLINE OF THE PROJECT 
The primary focus of this study was the experimental measurement of the 
dynamic characteristics of a representative guyed mast. Comparisons of the dynamic 
response characteristics of the physical model with those predicted by the numerical 
model of the guyed mast under wind loads were also made. 
Chapter 2 introduces the theory, background and published literature pertinent to 
guyed mast dynamic response. The characteristics of natural wind, as well as the static 
and dynamic behaviour of guys and guyed mast systems subjected to wind turbulence 
are summarized. Existing numerical models for both static and dynamic analysis are 
presented; in particular, the frequency domain analytical model, used as the basis for 
comparison with the measured results, is introduced briefly, as well as the previous 
experimental investigations on guyed masts performed to date. 
Chapter 3 describes the techniques used to design and model the guyed mast as 
well as the model construction. The model design in terms of the selection of 
appropriate wind characteristics and the physical properties of the structure is described. 
This chapter also presents the details of the model construction including mast, 
cladding, guy cables and the base, along with the comparison of the resulting stiffness, 
mass and other salient properties between the model and the scaled prototype. 
Chapter 4 deals with the details of the wind tunnel tests of the guyed mast model. 
This chapter describes the model instrumentation and calibration, wind tunnel test setup 
and procedure conducted in the BLWTL, along with the wind climate modelling and 
determination of the dynamic properties of the model in still air condition. A section 
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drag test conducted on the mast cladding at the University of Saskatchewan is also 
presented.  
Chapter 5 presents the wind tunnel test results. Data processing procedures 
applied to the experimental data are introduced. The measured dynamic responses (e.g. 
bending moment, displacement, natural frequencies, mode shapes, peak factors, 
structural damping and power spectra characteristics) are compared with those from the 
numerical model based on the frequency domain method. In addition, the dynamic 
characteristics at different wind speeds, along with the drag test results of the sectional 
model, are provided. 
Finally, a brief summary of this research, along with the conclusions based on the 
wind tunnel test results, are given in Chapter 6. Recommendations for future work on 
wind tunnel testing of the guyed mast model are provided as well. 
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2. STATIC AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF GUYED MASTS TO 
WIND LOADS—BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The dynamic response of guyed masts under wind loads is a complex process, due 
not only to the three-dimensional dynamic response, but also to the inherently nonlinear 
nature of guy cables, and the complex interaction between the mast and guys, which 
substantially complicates the analysis process (Cohen and Perrin 1957; Dean 1961; 
Nakamoto and Chiu 1985; Sparling and Davenport 1997, 2001). A lot of attention has 
therefore been focused on the analysis of the dynamic response using various numerical 
models.  
This chapter presents various approaches for studying the static and dynamic 
characteristics of guys and guyed masts in turbulent wind, as a prelude to the wind 
tunnel investigation. Both the static and dynamic responses are introduced; however, 
the emphasis is placed on the dynamic response. The characteristics of natural wind are 
presented as background for both the wind tunnel and numerical studies. Numerical 
models for analyzing the static and dynamic response, particularly the dynamic 
frequency domain analysis model, are dealt with in detail. Finally, previous 
experimental investigations of guyed masts are presented in this chapter.   
  Guy cables play a critical role in determining the static and dynamic response of 
guyed masts. In addition to providing lateral support to the mast, guy cables also 
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contribute significant axial and shear forces to the mast, as well as a large portion of the 
total system mass. A detailed discussion of the static and dynamic behaviour of guy 
cables is therefore included in this chapter. 
2.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NATURAL WIND 
2.2.1 Description of Wind Speed  
Wind in the atmospheric boundary layer close to the earth’s surface is invariably 
turbulent, and thus, by nature, a randomly fluctuating and dynamic process. A typical 
wind speed time history over a 20-second interval is illustrated in Figure 2.1. As can be 
seen in this figure, the instantaneous wind speed )(tU , where t is time, may be broken 
into a mean wind velocity component U , which is assumed to remain constant over a 
short time period T, and a fluctuating velocity component )(tu , which is time 
dependant.  
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Figure 2.1. Example wind speed time history over a 20 second interval  
(from the BLWTL measurement). 
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The mean component U  is given by: 
∫=
T
dttU
T
U )(1 .                           (2.1) 
Since the magnitude of U  is the time-averaged value of )(tU , it is dependent on the 
averaging period, T . For a given wind time history, the computed value of U  will tend 
to decrease with an increasing averaging period T and increase for decreasing T. An 
averaging period T of one hour ( sT 600,3= ) is adopted in the NBCC (NBCC 1995).   
An important characteristic of wind in the atmospheric boundary layer is that the 
mean wind speed increases with height above the ground surface. An empirical power 
law approach, taking the effect of ground surface roughness into account, is a common 
means for relating the variation of mean wind speed with height z above ground, as 
follows (Simiu and Scanlan 1996): 
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where )(zU  is the mean wind speed, gU  is the free-stream gradient wind speed at the 
top of the boundary layer, Gz  is the approximate height at which the gradient speed is 
attained, refz  is the reference elevation (normally taken as 10 m above the ground 
surface), refU  is mean wind speed at reference height refz  and α  is an exponential 
factor dependent upon roughness of terrain. An alternative method used to define mean 
wind speed variation with height is the logarithmic law (Simiu and Scanlan 1996): 
oz
z
uzU ln1)(
∗
=
κ
                             (2.3) 
where κ  is the von Kármán constant ( 4.0≅κ ), oz  is the characteristic roughness 
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length for the surface terrain, and 
∗
u  is the shear velocity of the flow, expressed with 
relation to a reference mean wind speed refU  as 
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Typical values of parameters oz  and α , as well as the corresponding approximate 
boundary layer depth δ  for different types of ground surface roughness conditions are 
shown in Table 2.1.  
 
Table 2.1 Wind speed profile parameter values (Davenport 1965 and ANSI 1982). 
oz  α  δ  Terrain 
(mm)  (m) 
Coastal Areas 5-10 0.10 213 
Open Terrain 10-100 0.16 275 
Suburban Terrain 300-1,000 0.28 400 
Centers of Large Cities 1,000-5,000 0.40 520 
 
 
The logarithmic and power law can be matched at any elevation z by the relation 
1
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Both the power law and logarithmic law describe the mean wind velocity profile and are 
strongly influenced by the terrain at the site.  
Surface roughness affects the wind speed at all elevations within the boundary 
layer. The mean wind speed within the boundary layer can also be related to the 
gradient wind speed gU  at the top of the boundary layer by: 
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where δ  is the boundary layer thickness (see Table 2.1 for typical values). In general, 
the rougher a surface is, the thicker the boundary layer.  
It should be noted that although both logarithmic and power laws are empirical 
formulas, the power law has been used more often in engineering practice since it is 
more representative of the entire boundary layer. The logarithmic law is, strictly 
speaking, limited to the lowest few hundred meters; as well, it produces negative wind 
speeds at height ozz < . 
The instantaneous fluctuating wind speed )(tu  is defined by Davenport (1965)   as  
UtUtu −= )()( .                   (2.7)                                                         
A root-mean-square (rms) value, u~ , of the fluctuating component of wind )(tu , is 
defined as 
2~~ uu =                         (2.8) 
where 2~u  is mean-square value, or variance, which can be calculated as 
[ ]∫∫ −==
TT
dtUtU
T
dttu
T
u
222 )(1)(1~ .                  (2.9) 
The rms fluctuating wind speed u~ can be related to the wind speed profile parameters 
10U  and oz  by the expression 
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The magnitude of the wind speed fluctuations is also commonly expressed in terms of 
the turbulence intensity: 
 )(
~
)(
zU
u
ziu = .                (2.11) 
The turbulence intensity )(ziu  therefore decreases with height while increasing with 
ground roughness. 
In fact, wind turbulence is a three-dimensional structure. Components of wind 
turbulence can be divided into three orthogonal directions: alongwind turbulence )(tu , 
acting parallel to the mean wind direction; crosswind turbulence )(tv , acting 
perpendicular to the mean wind direction; and vertical turbulence )(tw  (ASCE 2002). 
The rms  values for crosswind turbulence component v~  and vertical turbulence 
component w~  can be related to u~  in an approximate manner as follows (Davenport 
1977): 
uv ~8.0~ =                  (2.12) 
uw ~5.0~ = .                 (2.13) 
2.2.2 Wind Load  
The instantaneous alongwind drag force acting on an object at a given elevation 
may be given as: 
DddU CAtptF )()( =                                           (2.14)  
where the dynamic wind pressure is: 
2)(
2
1)( tUtp ad ⋅= ρ                               (2.15) 
and dA  is the projected surface area, DC  is the drag coefficient for the object, aρ  is the 
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mass density of air, and )(tU  is the instantaneous wind velocity at that elevation: 
)()( tuUtU += .                (2.16)  
Since the mean wind speed U  is generally much higher than fluctuating wind speed 
)(tu , second-order effects associated with )(tu  can be neglected, so that the total drag 
force )(tFU  may be separated into a mean drag force F  and a dynamic fluctuating drag 
force )(tFu  as follows: 
)()( tFFtF uU += .                 (2.17) 
 Here, F  represents a nearly static wind force, given by 
Dda CAUF 



=
2
2
1 ρ                 (2.18) 
and )(tFu is considered to be the dynamic gust loading component, given by 
Ddau CAtuUtF )()( ρ= .               (2.19) 
For convenience, and by convention, therefore, the response of structures to gusty 
winds is typically divided into two components: the mean (static) response due to F , 
which is time invariant, and the dynamic, time-varying response component due to 
)(tFu . Further details regarding the dynamic response are provided in Section 2.5. 
2.2.3 Power Spectrum 
Power spectral density functions, or power spectra, which represent the rate of 
change of the mean square value of a parameter with frequency, provide an indication 
of how the energy of a particular random parameter is distributed with frequency. 
Figure 2.2 illustrates typical wind turbulence power spectra at three different wind 
speeds, showing that the wind speed fluctuations contain contributions from a wide 
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range of different frequencies. An important property of power spectra is that the total 
area under the spectrum over all frequencies is equal to the mean-square value ( 2~u ) of 
the wind speed fluctuations, or  
∫
∞
⋅=
0
2 )(~ dffSu u                                        (2.20) 
where )( fSu  is the power spectrum for the wind speed fluctuations and f is the 
frequency.  
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Figure 2.2.  Power spectral density function for alongwind turbulence  
(after Davenport 1964). 
 
A number of analytical expressions have been proposed to describe turbulence 
spectra, including the so-called Davenport spectrum adopted by the National Building 
Code of Canada (NBCC 1995): 
3
42
2
2 )1(
0.4
~
)(
f
fu
n
n
u
fSf
+
⋅=
⋅
                (2.21) 
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where fn is a reduced frequency 
10U
fL
n uf
⋅
=                   (2.22) 
and uL  is a turbulence length scale ( mLu 1200≈ ). 
The Davenport spectrum is plotted in Figure 2.2 for three different mean reference 
wind speeds: smU /1010 = , smU /2010 =  and smU /3010 = . It is evident that 
increasing mean wind speeds increase the contribution of high frequency components of 
turbulence. 
2.3 STATIC AND DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF GUY CABLES  
2.3.1 Static Behaviour of Guy Cables 
A particular feature of a guyed mast is the non-linearity introduced by sag in the 
guy cables.  As illustrated in Figure 2.3, when a guyed cable is supported by its ends, it 
will deflect in a catenary profile which contains a finite amount of sag due to its self 
weight, even though it is highly pretensioned. The sag in the cables requires that the 
cable length be greater than its chord length cL . A historical summary of analytical 
expressions for the elastic catenary profile were proposed by Irvine (1981). Generally, 
the assumption is made that a cable has finite axial stiffness and negligible flexural 
stiffness; as well, the cable is generally assumed to be hanging in a vertical plane under 
the influence of its self-weight. The horizontal and vertical spans of the cable between 
supports were described by relating the horizontal and vertical components of cable 
tension TT  at its top end: 
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where : 
 
S  =  the horizontal cable span;  
H   =  the horizontal component of tension;  
=usL  the unstressed length of the guy cable; 
GE   =  the elastic modulus of the cable;  
            Ga  =  unstrained cross-sectional area of the cable; 
Gw  =  weight of cable per unit length; 
 h  =  the vertical cable span between the two ends of a guy;  
BT  = the cable tension at the bottom end; 
 BV  =  the vertical component of the tension at the bottom end; and 
 TV =  the vertical component of the tension at the top end. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3. Schematic of suspended guy cable defining the important variables  
(from Sparling 1995). 
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When guyed masts are subjected to wind loads, the mast deflects laterally in the 
alongwind direction and, consequently, the attached guy cables are displaced at their 
upper ends. As shown in Figure 2.3, the resistance from the guy cables is generated by 
elastic stretching of the cable and changes to the amount of sag in the cable profile, both 
of which contribute to guy stiffness. The horizontal component of tension H in the guy 
cable thus changes in such a way as to oppose the mast motion at the attachment levels. 
The horizontal stiffness of a guy cable, xxk , is given by the change in the horizontal 
component of tension H∆  per unit horizontal displacement of the mast at the guy 
attachment point x∆ :  
x
Hk xx ∆
∆
= .                                                              (2.25) 
The sag in the guy profile, however, introduces a nonlinear relationship between 
the resisting force H and the displacement. To simplify consideration of the sag, guy 
cables have often been assumed to possess a parabolic, rather than the true catenary 
profile (Davenport 1959, Davenport and Steels 1965). Irvine (1981) suggested that the 
guy could be considered as parabolic profile when the cable sag to span ratio ( cG L/∆ ) 
was less than 1/8. By assuming a parabolic profile in a guy cable, Shears (1968) defined 
the horizontal stiffness of a guy xxk  by the expression 
1
2
3
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where : 
T   =  the average tension in the guy;  
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ek   =  the horizontal stiffness due to the elastic axial strain (defined below); and  
G∆ =  the maximum sag of the cable, measured as a perpendicular distance from  
the chord line (Figure 2.3),  calculated as: 
 
2
8
)cos(
c
G
G LT
w
⋅=∆ θ                             (2.27) 
where θ  is the vertical angle between the chord line and horizontal. Since the sag G∆  is 
very small compared to the chord length cL  for taut wires, the equivalent horizontal 
stiffness of a guy (Equation 2.26) can be simplified to: 
1
11
−








+≅
ge
EQ kk
k                  (2.28) 
which suggests that guy cables behave as two horizontal springs, ek  and gk , acting in 
series: the spring ek  represents the elastic stretch, while the other spring gk  includes all 
gravitational resistance. The elastic stiffness ek  of a perfectly taut wire is defined by: 
)(cos 2 θ⋅=
c
GG
e L
Eak .                           (2.29)              
The stiffness component gk  is often termed the gravitational stiffness of a guy and is 
determined by:           
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3)(12
cG
g Lw
Tk =                              (2.30) 
where the average guy tension T  is approximately taken at the mid-height of the guy : 
hwTT Go 2
1
+≅                  (2.31) 
in which To is the guy tension at lower end. Equation 2.30 also strongly suggests the 
significant influence of guy pre-tension on the guy stiffness. 
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Special note must be made of the leeward guy cables. The assumption of a 
parabolic profile is based on a small amount of sag in the guy cables, which provides 
adequate representation for guys under unloaded (still air) conditions due to the 
inherently high pre-tension used. In strong wind conditions, however, as the mast 
deflection increases, the leeward guy will slacken, causing increased sag. Eventually, 
these guys may reach a stage that the accuracy of the parabolic approximation is no 
longer acceptable. 
At each guy support level, typically three or four guy cables are attached to the 
mast.  When a guyed mast is in an unloaded position, the total horizontal stiffness of all 
guys is determined from the equivalent guy stiffness EQk  by the expression: 
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where n is the number of guys attached to the mast at that support level and α  is the 
angle between the guy cable and the wind direction. A definition of wind angle α  is 
shown in Figure 2.4. For guys which radiate symmetrically out from the mast, each guy 
has approximately the same horizontal stiffness. Equation 2.32 therefore is simplified 
to: 
EQTOT kNk =                              (2.33) 
where 5.1=N for three symmetric guys and 0.2=N for four symmetric guy cables.  
A numerical study carried out by Ben Kahla (1993) indicated that the tension on a 
windward guy increases with increased wind velocity since the wind drag force 
increases the guy’s apparent weight, while the tension in a leeward guy first decreases 
to its neutral position where it loses its tension as it is lifted up by the wind, then begins 
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increasing with further increases in the wind velocity. The neutral position of a leeward 
guy was defined as that where the vertical component of wind drag force acting on the 
under side of the guy cable effectively cancels its unit weight ( Gw ).  
Mast Leg
Mast Radius,  R
Wind Angle,  α
Mast Face Width,  B
Guy Cable
 
Figure 2.4 Space definition of wind angle α  (from Sparling 1995). 
 
2.3.2 Dynamic Behaviour of Guy Cables 
2.3.2.1 Overview 
The dynamic response of a guyed mast under wind loads is largely dependent on 
the behaviour of the guyed cables due to their frequency dependent stiffness, relatively 
large inertia and nonlinearity. The leeward guy cables become slack under wind loads, 
and therefore contribute little stiffness to the whole structure. At the same time, the 
tension and stiffness of the windward guys increase as the guys become taut due to the 
reduced sag.  
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A numerical study to examine the nonlinear dynamic response of guy cables in 
turbulent wind loads was undertaken by Sparling and Davenport (2001), using a time 
domain finite element approach based on nonlinear catenary cable elements. It was 
reported that nonlinear behaviour of guy cables appears to suppress the resonant 
response of slackened guys at their fundamental frequency. 
2.3.2.2 Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes 
The nonlinear behaviour of guy cables also complicates the evaluation of the 
natural frequencies and mode shapes of guyed masts, which are important factors in 
studying the dynamic characteristics of guyed masts. The natural frequencies of guyed 
masts have been found to be influenced by a number of factors. McCaffrey and 
Hartmann (1972) compared the natural frequencies and mode shapes of guyed masts 
using a parabolic guy model and a catenary guy model. It was found that most of the 
natural frequencies of the guyed mast system in the low frequency range were due to 
the presence of the guys; as well, the natural frequencies were essentially the same for 
both parabolic and catenary guy models. An increasing initial tension in the guy cables 
has been found to result in a significant increase in the natural frequencies of a guyed 
mast (Madugula et al. 1998, Wang et al. 2003). Wahba (1999) carried out numerical 
dynamic analysis of a guyed mast and reported that the height of the mast is the most 
direct factor in determining the lowest natural frequency of guyed masts.  
Irvine (1978) proposed analytical expressions for the natural frequencies and 
mode shapes of taut, inclined elastic guy cables, which were assumed to have parabolic 
profiles with small sag (the sag-to-span ratio is less than 1/8), small vibration 
amplitudes and be without coupling effects between the in-plane (vertical) and out-of-
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plane (lateral) vibrations. Vibration modes of in-plane vibrations were distinguished as 
either symmetric or anti-symmetric about the midpoint of the cable.  Based on the 
parabolic assumption of cable profile, only the symmetric modes are extensional (i.e. 
cause axial stretching), and generate dynamic tension and the resulting reaction force on 
the mast; thus, they are of importance in the dynamic analysis of guyed masts.  
The symmetric in-plane modes can be characterized by a single stiffness 
parameter 2λ , expressing the relative influence of gravitational and elasticity effects 
(Irvine 1978). This stiffness parameter 2λ  is expressed as: 
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Since the sag-to-span ratio of a cable is typically small when applying the parabolic 
profile approximation, Equation. 2.34 thus can be rewritten by relating to the elastic and 
gravitational force directly:  
g
e
k
k
⋅≈ 122λ .                  (2.35) 
The influence of cable tautness on the natural frequencies of in-plane cable 
vibration was outlined by Irvine (1981), and illustrated in Figure 2.5, where the natural 
frequencies have been normalized by the fundamental taut wire natural frequency, oω . 
As shown in this figure, the lowest natural frequency of the cables is the first symmetric 
in-plane mode ( ISw1 ) for taut cables with low 2λ , after which the anti-symmetric modes 
( IAnω  where 3,2,1=n ) and symmetric modes ( ISnω where 3,2,1=n ) alternate. As the sag 
of the guys increases, the frequency at the lowest symmetric vibration mode varies with  
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Figure 2.5.  Variation in guy-plane natural frequencies with 2λ  (from Sparling 1995). 
 
the stiffness parameter 2λ , while the anti-symmetric mode frequencies ( IAnω ) does not. 
A potentially dangerous motion of guys could therefore occur if the two vibration mode 
frequencies coincide at crossover point since energy could then be transferred between 
the non-extensional anti-symmetric and extensional symmetric modes. For the nth pair 
of symmetric and anti-symmetric modes, the crossover point occurs at a stiffness 
parameter value of: 
222 )1( piλ += n .                 (2.36) 
However, this possibility of model crossover can be reduced if guy stiffness satisfies 
Equation 2.35. Irvine (1978) also presented the shape of first symmetric in-plane mode 
for different 2λ  , illustrated in Figure 2.6. As can be seen in this figure, the taut cables 
with low sag where 12 ≈λ  have a mode shape that is approximately sinusoidal; for slack 
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cables with large sag, on the other hand, the mode shape is more like an inextensible 
chain, with two internal nodes (points of zero displacement). 
 
λ2 = 1
λ2 = 4pi2
λ2
(1st Crossover Pt.)
= 500
Static Position
 
 
Figure 2.6.   Variations in the 1st symmetric in-plane mode shape with cable tautness 
(from Sparling 1995). 
 
2.3.2.3 Dynamic Cable Stiffness 
Historically, linear guy models have been used widely in dynamic analysis due to 
the complexity that arises from consideration of the geometrically nonlinear behaviour 
of guy cables. The first dynamic solution for guy cables was proposed by Kolousek 
(1947) based on the assumption of parabolic profile in cables. Dean (1961) proposed 
dynamic formulas for guy cables using catenary properties rather than the parabolic 
approximation. This method, however, neglected the elastic stretch of the guy and that 
the vibration mode was assumed to be quasi-static. Davenport and Steels (1965) 
extended the solution by including the effects of viscous damping, and proposed the 
damped guy modulus, which was examined by experiment for moderate amplitude 
movements. 
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A commonly used guy model to analyze the dynamic behaviour of guy cables is a 
spring-mass model, which was first developed by Hartmann and Davenport (1966). 
This model was later applied to study the dynamic response of CFPL tower in London, 
Ontario, with a height of 304 m. The guy cables in this model were assumed to be taut, 
so that its static profile was approximately parabolic; in addition, only the first in-plane 
mode of vibration was considered. The two springs in the system, one with spring 
constant 1GK  and the other with spring constant 2GK , represent the elastic stiffness and 
the gravitational stiffness, respectively. The lumped mass MG represents the inertial 
properties of the guy. According to Hartmann and Davenport (1966), the equivalent 
properties of the spring-mass model for a cable vibrating in its own first in-plane 
(vertical) symmetric mode, were given by the expression: 
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where ag  is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s2) . 
Based on the simplified spring-mass model, Kärnä (1984) proposed a modified 
spring-mass guy model by inserting a viscous dashpot that represents both structural 
and aerodynamic damping mechanisms. While introducing the damping into the system, 
Sparling (1995) refined the spring-mass guy model by placing two fictitious linear 
viscous dampers: the structural damping sC  and aerodynamic damping aC  in parallel 
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with the springs. Figure 2.7 illustrates an example of the structural model for a single 
level guy cable. The structural damping sC  takes into account the energy lost in the 
cable due to heat loss caused by stretching, bending and internal friction, while the 
aerodynamic damping aC  takes into consideration the effects of the wind counteracting 
the movement of the guy.  This spring-mass guy model is used in the numerical model 
throughout this study, in which the structural damping ratio was taken as 0.5% of 
critical, while the aerodynamic damping was calculated explicitly for each vibration 
mode. 
( )ν z
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z
Spring - Mass
Guy Model
 
Figure 2.7 Equivalent spring-mass guy model (from Sparling 1995). 
 
 
2.4 STATIC AND DYNAMIC ANALYSIS MODEL FOR GUYED MASTS 
SUBJECTED TO TURBULENT WIND 
2.4.1 Introduction 
Mostly, it has been assumed that guyed masts vibrate linearly about their static 
equilibrium position to simplify dynamic calculations (Hartmann and Davenport 1966, 
KG2 KG1 
MG1 Ca Cs 
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Davenport and Vickery 1968, McCaffrey and Hartmann 1972, IASS 1981). Methods for 
estimating the wind-induced static and dynamic response of guyed masts are discussed 
in the following sections.  
2.4.2 Numerical Models for Static Analysis of Guyed Masts 
For static analysis of guyed masts, both beam-column models and three-
dimensional truss finite element models have been widely used to represent the lattice 
mast structure.  In the beam-column model, an equivalent elastic beam-column with the 
appropriate bending and axial stiffness represents the shaft, while nonlinear elastic 
supports at the guy attachment points have been used to represent the guys. In the space 
truss approach, on the other hand, each leg, diagonal and horizontal member is 
modelled individually. 
The guyed space truss model and the equivalent beam-column model were 
compared in the approximate analyses of guyed masts subjected to wind loads (Ben 
Kahla 1993). In the 3D-truss model (Figure 2.8a), the mast members (legs, diagonals 
and horizontals) were modelled as three-dimensional, two-node truss elements with 
three degrees of freedom at each node. Three-dimensional cable elements were 
modelled using elastic catenary cable elements. The equivalent beam-column model, as 
shown in Figure 2.8b, used a single flexural element that was capable of reproducing 
the deformations of the centroidal axis of the mast. It was demonstrated that the beam-
column method generally gave the same results as the 3D-truss model.  
By taking into account the nonlinear effects of guyed cables, Wahba (1999) also 
used both the 3D-truss model and beam-column approaches to analyze the response of 
guyed masts. In the 3D-truss model, the mast was treated as three-dimensional truss  
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Figure 2.8.  (a) Guyed space truss model; (b) beam-column model  
(from Ben Kahla 1993). 
 
 
elements on nonlinear elastic supports modelled for the guys; the beam-column model, 
on the other hand, adopted a more traditional finite element approach, in which the mast 
was modelled using beam-column elements and guys were explicitly modelled as 
nonlinear cable elements.  It was concluded that no advantages were gained by the use 
of the 3D-truss model; in addition, more conservative rotations were obtained when 
using the beam-column model on nonlinear supports. 
Based on the equivalent beam-column model, Meshmesha et al. (2003) employed 
an equivalent thin plate approach that explicitly considered effects such as shear and 
torsion in defining the bending rigidity, as well as the equivalent axial area of the guyed 
mast. Again, by comparing this model with the 3D-truss element model of a guyed 
mast, good agreement was observed between this simple beam-column element and the 
3D-truss model. 
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2.4.3 Numerical Models for Dynamic Analysis of Guyed Masts  
Many analysis models have been proposed to evaluate the dynamic response of 
guyed masts. Investigations of the dynamic response of guyed masts using pseudo-
dynamic analytical models typically include the gust factor method, patch load method 
and other simplified methods. Basically, the common assumption made in these 
analytical models was that guyed masts vibrate linearly about their static equilibrium 
position produced by the mean wind load. Also, all represent attempts to develop 
simplified static analysis methods which simulate a full dynamic analysis. 
In the current Canadian standard CSA S37-01 (CSA 2001) for the design of guyed 
masts and antennae, a purely static analysis is performed using the gust factor approach. 
In this method, an equivalent static wind pressure P is used to approximate dynamic 
response effects. A uniform gust effect factor gC , typically taken as 2.0 regardless of 
the height of the mast, is applied to the mean wind pressure throughout to define an 
equivalent static load intended to produce the same peak response as would be caused 
by dynamic effects. The design wind pressure is determined by the following formula: 
agewind CCzCqzP )()( =                                                         (2.40)  
where )(zPwind  is the effective wind pressure at elevation z; q is the reference velocity 
pressure ( 2
2
1
refa Uq ρ= ), taken as the 30-year return period mean hourly wind 
pressure at reference height, and eC  is the height factor: 
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The parameter Ca is a speed-up factor for structures located on tops of buildings, which 
is taken to be a constant value of 1 for ground-mounted masts. This approach was 
shown to be approximate for guyed masts due to the contribution of the higher modes of 
vibrations to the total response (Ben Kahla 1993), and could result in an 
underestimation of the peak wind loads. The application of a constant gust factor was 
also questioned by Vellozzi (1975). In addition, it has been found that predictions of 
peak response based on the static behaviour under steady winds can give misleading 
and often unconservative results (Davenport and Sparling 1992). 
In the gust factor method, because the peak response is predicted based on the 
static response to a perfectly correlated wind force over the entire mast height, the 
dynamic portion of the total response is poorly reproduced since the lack of spatial 
correlation in wind gusts plays a key role in response fluctuations. A comparison 
between the static and dynamic response of an example guyed mast by using the gust 
factor method and dynamic analysis method, respectively, is illustrated in Figure 2.9. It 
is evident that the magnitude of the dynamic response tends to be much higher than 
static response in both bending moments and shear. The dynamic bending moments are 
also distributed in a fairly uniform manner along the mast while mean (static) bending 
moments exhibit large variations as well as zero response at contraflexure points. 
Similar features can be found in the shear response diagram. The dynamic shear 
response maintains a more consistent non-zero value in all spans while static shear 
response inevitably passes through zero near the midspan. 
A patch load method, which takes the dynamic response characteristics of guyed 
masts into account, along with the spatial structure in turbulent winds, has been  
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Figure 2.9. Comparison of static and dynamic response of a 300 m guyed mast. 
 
 
investigated by Davenport and Sparling (1992). The effects of gusty winds were 
reproduced by using a series of static load patterns as illustrated in Figure 2.10. The 
patch load method has been adopted in the British Standard BS 8100-Part 4 (BSI 1994) 
and the European Standard EC3 (CEN 1997) as a mandatory procedure; as well, it has 
been included in the Canadian design standard CSA-S37-01 (CSA 2001) as an optional 
method. 
Using only static loads and responses, a “patch” loading technique was used in 
which a number of different load cases were combined in order to generate the peak 
response of the structure: 
pTLRBPL grrr λλλ~ˆ ±=                                        (2.42) 
where: 
rˆ     =   the design peak response; 
r     =   the mean response component; 
PLr
~
=   the resultant patch load response; 
Bλ  =   the background scaling factor; 
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Figure 2.10.  Required patch loads for patch load method for a two-level mast with a 
cantilever antenna (from Sparling 1995). 
 
 
Rλ  =   the resonant amplification factor;  
TLλ =   the turbulence length scale factor; and 
pg   =   a peak factor which is taken as 4.0. 
The resultant patch load response PLr~ is determined by a series of patch load cases 
applied to the mast, which is given by 
∑
=
=
LC
i
n
i
PLPL rr
1
2~
,                             (2.43) 
where 
ipL
r  is the resulting response for the thi  static patch load case, and LCn  is the total 
number of patch load cases. Since patch loads are intended to represent the lack of 
correlation in wind gusts, the patch load method generates reliable results (Nielsen 
1991, Sparling et al. 1996).  
Sparling and Gress (1997) developed a simpler dynamic analysis method for 
guyed masts subjected to buffeting due to turbulent winds. Based on a single static load 
case, the peak dynamic response was generated by adjusting scaling factors according 
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to the structural geometry and wind conditions. In this method, the peak design 
response Rˆ  is given by 
ILestrRR λλ~ˆ ±= ,                 (2.44) 
where: 
Rˆ    =  the peak design response to turbulent wind loading; 
R    =  the static response to the mean wind, with no gust factor ( 0.1=gC ); 
estr
~
  =  dynamic response estimated from static analysis results; 
Lλ   =  the span length factor; and 
Iλ   =  the turbulence intensity factor. 
 
Commonly used full dynamic analytical methods for predicting dynamic response 
of guyed masts include both frequency domain models, which make use of statistical 
descriptions of the wind, and time domain models, which use deterministic definitions 
of turbulent wind fields. In the frequency domain approach, the gusty winds are 
characterized in a probabilistic manner using statistically derived descriptions of 
relevant properties such as frequency content and spatial organization. A detailed 
description of the frequency domain approach is presented in Section 2.5. Alternatively, 
the dynamic analysis of guyed masts can be undertaken using a time domain approach, 
in which the response is determined explicitly at a series of discrete time intervals 
(Buchholdt et al. 1986; Iannuzzi and Spinelli 1989; Sparling and Davenport 1997). 
Since the state of the structural system is then known at any given instant, nonlinear 
structural properties such as guy stiffness and mast axial forces can be updated 
continuously to reflect current conditions. The velocity and the acceleration of the 
structure can also be obtained from the first and the second derivatives of displacement, 
respectively.  
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Sparling and Davenport (1998) used the time domain method to determine the 
three-dimensional dynamic response to wind turbulence by doing step-by-step 
integration. The difficulty of the time domain approach, on the other hand, is that the 
time history of wind force function must be explicitly defined for all parts of the 
structure at each time interval. A recent study, though, indicated that both approaches 
give similar response predictions if the assumed wind characteristics are comparable 
(Sparling 2001). 
2.5 FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR GUYED MASTS   
2.5.1 Introduction 
Dynamic response calculations for turbulent buffeting conditions are most 
commonly performed in the frequency domain method in order to take advantage of the 
frequency dependent character of both the wind loads and mechanical properties of the 
structure (Davenport 1961; Vellozzi 1975; IASS 1981). Instead of the time history of 
the forcing function, only statistical characteristics of the wind have to be known in 
order to determine the structure response. Based on work done by Davenport (1987) and 
other researchers (Allsop 1983, Davenport and Loh 1986), Sparling (1995) developed a 
detailed frequency domain analysis model specifically for guyed masts. In this 
approach, the nonlinear structural properties were taken into account in the calculation 
of the static response to mean wind loads, while linear vibration was assumed about the 
mean equilibrium position.  
The time history of a specific response, or load effect, ( )tr
,
 in gusty wind 
conditions typically resembles the plot illustrated in Figure 2.11(a). Conceptually, this 
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response could represent a wide variety of structural actions including the displacement, 
shear force or bending moment at some locations in the mast, as well as tension in a guy 
cable.  In the frequency domain approach, this response is separated into a time-
averaged mean component r  and a fluctuating dynamic component r~ .  As indicated in 
Figure 2.11(b), the fluctuating component may be further subdivided into large, slowly 
varying quasi-static background response fluctuations )(trB  and highly irregular 
resonant response fluctuations )(trR  (Allsop 1983). 
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Figure 2.11. Representations of wind-induced response: (a) time history; and  
(b) power spectrum. 
 
 
Assumptions made for the frequency domain analysis model were that the guyed 
mast vibrated linearly about the mean equilibrium position of the system, the guys were 
modelled using a simplified spring-mass model, and the mast vibrated only in a vertical 
plane in the alongwind direction. Only some of the key concepts are reviewed in this 
section; details are provided in Sparling (1995).  
2.5.2 Mean Response  
The mean and dynamic responses of guyed masts in turbulent winds can be 
determined by using response influence lines (Davenport 1987, Sparling 1995). In this 
approach, the influence line for a particular response (bending moment, shear or 
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deflection) at a specified location on the mast is defined as a function describing the 
magnitude of the response by applying a unit force at any location on the mast. Using 
the influence line method, the mean response component r  of the mast due to the static 
(mean) component of wind force )(zF  is given by the expression 
dzzIzFr
H
r )()(∫=                                       (2.45) 
where Ir (z)  is the influence line for the response and H is the mast height. Example 
influence lines for various responses on a guyed mast are shown in Figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.12.  Example of influence lines for guyed mast (from Sparling 1995). 
 
2.5.3 Dynamic Response 
As suggested in Figure 2.11, the dynamic response r~  consists of a background 
response component Br~  and a resonant response component Rr~ . The fluctuating 
response can be characterized in terms of its frequency content using a power spectral 
density function, or power spectrum ( )fS r , the area under which represents the mean-
square value of the dynamic response, 2~r ; here, f denotes the frequency in Hz.  As 
suggested in Figure 2.11(b), response spectra for guyed masts in turbulent winds 
typically feature a wider peak spread over a broad band of frequencies in the low 
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frequency, quasi-static background range, along with a series of narrow, higher 
frequency resonant peaks centered on the natural frequencies of the structure. Hence, 
the background response is also called a quasi-static response since it occurs at 
frequencies below the natural frequency of the structure, where the dynamic effects are 
minimal. The resonant response, on the other hand, features one resonant peak 
representing each significant vibration mode; therefore the total resonant response for a 
structure with well separated natural frequencies is the sum of all modal responses: 
∑=
i
RR i
rr 22 ~~ .                             (2.46) 
The total rms value of the wind fluctuations is then determined by 
∑+=
i
RB i
rrr
22 ~~~
.                 (2.47) 
The peak value rˆ  of the specific response in question can be estimated from the mean 
and rms components using the expression 
∑+±=±=
i
RBpp i
rrgrrgrr 22 ~~~ˆ                (2.48)  
in which Br~  is the rms background response, and iRr
~
 is the rms resonant response in the 
ith vibration mode.  As demonstrated by Davenport (1964), the statistical peak factor pg  
can be estimated by the expression 
( ) ( )TvTvg p ln2
5772.0ln2 +=                (2.49) 
where T is the period over which the response is considered [s] and the response cycling 
rate ν  
 
is 
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and if  is the ith natural frequency.  For guyed masts in gusty winds, pg  varies over the 
limited range of approximately 3.5 to 4.25 (Sparling 1995). 
In the frequency domain method used in this study, the background response and 
resonant response were determined individually, and the total peak response of the 
guyed mast was then defined by combining them using Equation 2.47. The background 
response component Br~  was determined based on the static properties of the system at 
the mean equilibrium position while the resonant response component Rr~  was obtained 
based on the dynamic properties of guys and mast as represented by the spring-mass 
model described in Section  2.3.2.3.  
As introduced in the previous section, the background and resonant dynamic 
responses can also be determined by using influence line method.  The background 
response component was determined by using expression (Davenport 1987): 
[ ] [ ] [ ] 21222 21
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−
= ϕϕϕϕρ .           (2.51) 
The normalized effective drag area parameter cdϕ  and the normalized wind speed 
parameter uϕ  were defined as follows: 
HD
D
cd AC
zAzC
z )(
)()()( =ϕ                                       (2.52) 
H
u U
zU
z
)()( =ϕ                                                            (2.53) 
where HD AC )(  is effective drag area at the top of the mast and HU  is the mean wind 
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speed at the top of the mast. The resonant response component for the ith vibration mode 
is: 
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where m(z) is the mass of the mast per unit length, iGFS  is the spectrum of the 
generalized force for the thi  vibration mode, 
is
ξ  is the thi  structural damping ratio 
expressed as a fraction of critical damping, 
ia
ξ  is the aerodynamic damping ratio, and 
iΦ  is the eigenvector of the 
thi  mode shape.  Detailed expressions for the dynamic 
response using the influence line method have been published by Sparling (1995). 
In a structure vibrating in response to turbulent winds, energy dissipating forces 
may arise from two sources: mechanical damping inherent in the structure and 
aerodynamic damping, which is effective in helping to suppress a resonant response. 
The aerodynamic damping ratio is equal to  
mk
ca
a 2
=ζ                   (2.55) 
where the aerodynamic damping coefficient is defined as 
Dda CAUc ρ= .                            (2.56)  
The structural damping sξ  was generally taken as 0.5% of critical for all modes. 
2.5.4 Computer Program Based on Frequency Domain Analysis Model 
Based on the frequency domain analytical model described above, a computer 
program specifically designed for guyed masts and the wind tunnel model was 
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developed by Sparling (1995). The salient physical properties of guyed masts such as 
the mass, stiffness and drag forces, as well as the wind characteristics such as the mean 
wind speed profile, spatial characteristics, and wind spectra, were taken into account.  
Also accounted for are the nonlinear static response of guyed masts and the effects of 
mean wind loads acting on the guys (Sparling 1995). One assumption used in the 
program was that rms values of the wind speed fluctuation u~  were assumed to be 
invariant with elevation. In addition, as presented in Chapter 1, only alongwind 
response was taken into account in the program.  Both of these intrinsic assumptions 
differed somewhat from results observed in the wind tunnel tests, as seen in Chapter 5. 
This frequency domain analysis program has been used throughout this study as a basis 
for comparison with the measured wind tunnel results. 
2.6 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS ON GUYED MASTS 
Although a number of numerical models have been used to estimate the buffeting 
response of guyed masts, very limited experimental work focused on the dynamic 
characteristics of guyed masts under wind loads have been conducted to date. 
Hartmann and Davenport (1966) carried out a full-scale measurement on a 305 m 
tall CFPL mast (London, Ontario), guyed at four levels, to examine the dynamic 
response. The full-scale measurement was limited to wind observations and the 
acceleration records at a height of 204 m under a mean wind speed of 9.57 m/s at a 
reference height of 10 m above the ground.  The observed results examined the 
simplified guyed mast model where spring-mass guy model was applied.  
Full-scale measurements were also conducted on a 245 m tall guyed mast where 
the site was fairly flat and lacking any trees (Nakamoto and Chiu 1985). The mean wind 
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velocity measured was approximately 13.9 m/s at a height of 8.2 m above the ground. 
The power-law exponent for wind speed velocity profile, as well as the resonant 
frequencies and representative damping ratios, were determined from the experimental 
data obtained from anemometers and accelerometers installed at five locations along the 
mast.  
Peil and Nölle (1992) conducted an extensive full-scale study on a 344 m tall 
guyed mast in winds with maximum speeds up to 50 m/s. The dynamic response of the 
mast was determined by measured strains obtained at four levels on the mast, as well as 
acceleration readings measured at five levels. Experimental results were compared with 
static and dynamic model calculations based on random vibrations. It was found that the 
static calculation underestimated the bending stress of the mast. It was further suggested 
that it is important to take into account the non-linearity of guyed cables.  
The static and dynamic testing of telecommunication guyed masts by means of a 
shake table to obtain the natural frequencies and mode shapes was conducted by Wahba 
(1999). In this study, the linear-scale models of the guyed masts were mounted on a 
shake table and instrumented with accelerometers. Static wind loads were then applied 
to the model, in which wind loads were simulated by applying static concentrated loads 
through horizontal cables attached to the mast at various points along the height; in 
addition, the applied loads were increased along the height in order to model the 
increase in wind speed with height.  
Wind tunnel investigations on both a full aeroelastic model and a section model of 
a 260 m tall guyed stack were undertaken by Davenport and Vickery (1968); as well, 
full-scale measurement was carried out so that comparisons could be made between the 
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results of full-scale measurements, wind tunnel tests and the theoretical results from an 
analytical model based on the frequency domain approach. Satisfactory agreement 
between predicted natural frequencies and mode shapes and those from the 
experimental full-scale measurements as well as the wind tunnel aeroelastic model was 
reported. It was found that the lowest vibration modes were dominated by motion of the 
guys with relatively little participation from the mast; the lowest mode corresponded to 
large amplitude motion of the top guy while the next few modes had significant 
vibration of guys at progressively lower guy support levels in turn. The intermediate 
vibration modes featured coupled guy and mast modes, while the highest modes had 
significant vibrations within the mast. The experimental results from both wind tunnel 
tests and full scale measurements showed that the mechanical damping for a guyed 
stack was approximately 0.6% of critical damping. The drag response of the wind 
tunnel model results indicated that the frequency domain analytical model was adequate 
for predicting the dynamic response of the guyed stack. 
Wind tunnel tests using a wind speed scale of 1:1.6 (model : prototype) on two 
guyed mast models were carried out by Wang et al. (2003). Both guyed mast models 
were built to a geometry scale of 1:100, with a height of 2 m and a constant anchor 
radius of 1.5 m. One model was constructed as a lattice mast with a face width 15 mm 
and guyed at three levels, while another model, with a cylinder mast made of a brass 
tube with diameter φ  = 12.5 mm and thickness δ = 0.15 mm, was guyed at two levels. 
The models were tested with different initial tensions of guys. The acceleration and the 
rms values of displacement were compared with a numerical model based on the 
discrete method of random vibration. It was found that increasing guy initial tensions 
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could increase the structure stiffness significantly. However, both Froude number and 
Reynolds number effects were not taken into account in these models, which may have 
meant that the guy stiffness was not modelled properly with respect to gravity effects on 
a tall guyed mast (ASCE 1997).  
Since few experimental studies have been done to date, more studies need to be 
conducted to ascertain the actual dynamic behaviour of guyed masts. Wind loads, being 
random, are hard to model realistically and reliably by other means. Therefore, a wind 
tunnel study on a properly scaled tall guyed mast, which is capable of modelling the 
inherent nonlinear effects associated with guyed cables, is needed for a better 
understanding and as a basis for verifying existing models. 
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3. DYNAMICALLY SCALED GUYED MAST MODEL 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
As reviewed in the previous chapter, guyed masts exhibit complex dynamic 
behaviour in wind loads for which very few experimental measurements are currently 
available to allow for detailed comparisons with theoretical solutions. For the proposed 
wind tunnel investigation, a representative 300 m tall guyed telecommunication mast 
was designed, modelled, constructed, instrumented and tested in the Boundary Layer 
Wind Tunnel Laboratory (BLWTL), London, Ontario, to study the wind-induced 
dynamic response of guyed masts.  
This chapter describes three stages of the test program: the design of a 300 m 
guyed mast prototype, the model scaling technique used to determine required model 
properties, and the construction of the guyed mast model. The detailed wind tunnel 
testing, as well as the model instrumentation, are presented in Chapter 4. 
Guyed masts are complex structures due to their many special characteristics, as 
described in Chapter 2. The guyed mast model, therefore, should be able to accurately 
represent the special characteristics of guyed masts. In particular, the nonlinear effects 
due to the sag in the guy cables, the mast slenderness and light weight, must be 
accounted for, all of which complicates the model design and construction.  
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3.2 300 M GUYED MAST PROTOTYPE 
3.2.1 Description of the 300 m Guyed Mast Prototype  
A fictitious 300 m tall guyed mast, designed in conformance with the Canadian 
design standard CSA-S37-01 (CSA 2001), was used as the prototype for the wind 
tunnel study. Representative properties for the prototype were selected on the basis of a 
parametric study of 41 existing guyed masts of various sizes. As shown in Figure 3.1 
and Figure 3.2, the selected mast featured a triangular steel lattice structure with a 
constant 3 m face width and a 3 m panel height, solid round legs ranging from 119 mm 
to 152 mm in diameter, structural angle diagonal and horizontal members, a pinned 
base, and a 15 m antenna cantilevered above the mast. Four evenly spaced guy support 
levels, spaced approximately 72 m apart, were used, each of which included three guy 
cables that radiated symmetrically outward and were anchored at either a 100 m or 200 
m radius from the base of the mast. Standard steel galvanized bridge strand was used for 
the guy cables, ranging in size from 36 mm to 46 mm in diameter. In accordance with 
provisions of CSA-S37-01 (CSA 2001), initial tensions were kept between 8-15% of the 
rated breaking strength of the strands. Some linear and discrete structure appurtenances 
such as ladders, transmission lines and platforms, were considered as additional features 
of the mast. The design of the prototype was checked using GUYMAST (Weisman 
Consultants Inc., Toronto, Ontario), commercial software designed specifically for 
guyed masts, based on the static gust factor analysis method. The member capacity 
checks were undertaken in accordance with the Canadian Standard CSA S37-01 (CSA 
2001), in which a safety factor of 1.67 is used for guy cables.  
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    (a)                                                                                        (b) 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Typical guyed mast configuration: (a) elevation of typical mast panel; and 
(b) horizontal section. 
 
To accommodate model construction requirements, the guyed mast was assumed 
to be located on a small hill with a height of 11.3 m above the surrounding flat terrain. It 
was also assumed that there were no large parabolic dishes or any other significant 
protruding antennae; therefore, no supplemental structural elements (i.e. extra guys) 
were required to resist torsion. The properties of the cables are listed in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1. Geometry and physical properties of guy cables. 
Level Height [m] 
cL  
[m] 
θ  
[deg] 
Ga  
[mm2] 
Gw  
[kN/m] 
T  
[kN] 
GE  
[MPa] 
1 68.98 119.97 35.07 1116 0.0873 195.75 165,470 
2 140.98 171.72 55.12 1290 0.1 194.08 165,470 
3 212.98 290.85 47.05 1290 0.1 197.67 165,470 
4 284.98 347.0 55.17 800 0.061 190.57 165,470 
 
3.2.2 Design Wind Load 
 
A mean hourly wind speed of 32 m/s, defined at a reference elevation of 10 m 
above the ground surface, was assumed for the prototype design. To place this in the  
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Figure 3.2.  Description of the prototype guyed mast design (where SR = solid round; 
BS = bridge standard; I.T. = Initial tension; and R = guy anchor radius). 
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context of the Canadian wind climate, a frequency distribution of reference mean hourly 
wind speeds with a 30-year return period taken in flat open terrain from 640 sites across 
Canada is shown in Figure 3.3 (NBCC 1995). As can be seen in this figure, the 
prototype design wind speed of 32 m/s is well above the national average value of 
25.5 m/s (1.8 standard deviations above the average), thereby representing a fairly 
severe wind storm. In addition, smooth, uniform terrain was assumed for the mast site. 
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Figure 3.3.  Frequency distribution of 1/30 year mean hourly wind speeds in Canada. 
 
In accordance with NBCC (1995), a wind load factor of 5.1=wα  was applied to 
the design hourly wind pressure, resulting in a design wind speed at the reference height 
s
m
s
m
s
mU wref 2.395.13232 === α .    (3.1)  
Different wind directions acting on the mast will produce different forces in the 
various members of the structure. Therefore, wind loads oriented at 0o, 30o and 60o 
(defined in Chapter 2) to any face of the triangular mast were applied in order to obtain 
the governing member forces in the structure (CSA 2001).  
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3.3 GUYED MAST MODELLING  
3.3.1 Overview   
 
Aeroelastic forces become very important for light weight, slender, flexible and 
dynamically sensitive structures such as guyed masts. Since these important forces can 
not be measured with stationary models, a full aeroelastic dynamic model of a guyed 
mast, with representative stiffness, mass and drag characteristics, was used for this 
investigation. Froude number ( rF ) scaling was adopted in the guyed mast modeling to 
ensure that gravitational forces were properly accounted for.  
A geometric scale (the ratio between linear dimensions of the model and the 
prototype) of Lλ =1:100 was chosen in order to ensure that the resulting model could be 
accommodated in the 4 m high x 5 m wide low-speed section of the wind tunnel. The 
resulting 3 m high model was the tallest ever tested at the BLWTL, as well being as the 
largest aeroelastic guyed mast model known to the author. In spite of that fact, however, 
the selected scale still introduced difficulties into the design and construction of the 
guyed mast model due to limitations in the materials that were readily available.  
In addition to similarity requirements for the wind velocity and the exterior 
geometry, the influence of key physical properties must be properly accounted for in 
model studies in order to gather realistic information on the static and dynamic response 
of the prototype structure. A full aeroelastic wind tunnel model is thus required to 
reproduce the stiffness, mass, drag characteristics as well as the shape of the prototype 
structure.  
 In this section, the guyed mast modelling procedure is broken into three parts: (i) 
velocity scaling; (ii) mast modelling; and (iii) guy modelling. The detailed scaling 
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relationships that were used to determine the requisite model properties are described 
below. 
3.3.2 Wind Velocity Scaling 
 
Since the vibration of guyed masts is strongly influenced by the action of gravity, 
the gravity effect must be correctly simulated by making the Froude Number, which 
represents the ratio of the inertial to the gravitational forces, constant between the model 
and the prototype. More specifically, the Froude number rF  is defined as:  
gH
VFr =         (3.2) 
in which V is the velocity of the wind (m/s), g is gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s2), 
and H is a characteristic length of the body. The required wind speed for the model was 
therefore obtained by satisfying the following relationship: 
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Using the geometry scale of 
prototype
el
H
H mod
= Lλ =1:100, and noting that the acceleration of 
gravity g is the same in the model and the prototype, the resulting Froude number scaled 
velocity ratio vλ  between the model and the prototype is therefore equal to the square 
root of the length scale, or 
1.0mod === L
prototype
el
v V
V λλ ,                  (3.4)  
meaning that wind speeds in the wind tunnel were required to be one-tenth of their full-
scale values. This fact, however, forced the wind tunnel tests to be conducted at 
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relatively low wind speeds where independence of force coefficients with wind speed 
may not have been achieved for some elements. 
Faithful modelling of the structure of the wind is of vital importance in the wind 
tunnel test since the wind turbulence characteristics have a strong effect on the 
structure. However, strict scaling of the mean wind and the turbulence effects including 
Reynolds number ( eR ) similarity requirements is not possible for a wind tunnel model 
since wind tunnel tests are performed at wind speeds much smaller than full scale 
(ASCE 1997). The Reynolds number ( eR ) is defined as: 
νµ
ρ DVDVRe ==                             (3.5) 
where µ  is the coefficient of viscosity of the air, D is the outside diameter of the object, 
and ν  is kinematic viscosity of the air (
s
m
2
6109.14 −×≈ν ). Therefore, no attempt was 
made to achieve Reynolds number similarity between the model and prototype; test 
results, though, were later examined to assess the degree of sensitivity of the model 
response to Reynolds number effects (see Section 5.9). 
3.3.3 Mast Modelling  
3.3.3.1 Overview 
The mast of the guyed mast model was mainly composed of the spine and the 
cladding shown in Figure 3.1. The stainless steel spine was used to model the stiffness 
provided by the three mast legs of the prototype, while the plastic cladding was used to 
model the drag characteristics of the actual structure. Using this combination of spine 
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and cladding, the important physical properties of the mast (mass, stiffness and drag 
force) were represented.  
Sketches of the guyed mast model are given in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. As 
shown in Figure 3.5, the mast model featured a triangular cross section of cladding with  
a constant face width of 30 mm over its entire height. The non-dimensional similarity 
requirements for an aeroelastic model of a guyed mast include the following 
components: mass scaling ( mm ), stiffness scaling mIE )(  and effective drag area 
mD AC )(  modeling (here subscript m denotes the model).  
3.3.3.2 Scaling of Structural Stiffness  
For free standing structures such as guyed masts, the scaling of stiffness is based 
on maintaining the equality of the Cauchy Number aC , while Froude number scaling 
does not usually play a significant role. The Cauchy number is generally defined as 
2V
E
C effa ρ
=         (3.6)  
where ρ  is the flow (air) mass density and effE is the effective modulus of elasticity for 
the structural section considered. For example, effE  for bending stiffness of the mast 
spine with length L maybe defined as follows: 
4L
IEEeff = .                   (3.7)  
 This stiffness similarity between the model and the prototype therefore requires that 
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As a result, the bending (flexural) stiffness scaling parameter EIλ  is thereby 1.00E-10  
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Figure 3.4. Sketch of the 3 m aeroelastic guyed mast model (all dimensions shown in 
mm; I.T. = initial tension). 
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(a)                                                                               (b) 
 
 
Figure 3.5. Guyed mast model (dimensions in mm): (a) elevation of typical mast section 
showing the spine and cladding; and (b) horizontal section. 
 
for modelling the stiffness of the mast, or  
( )
( )
10mod 100.1 −×==
prototype
el
EI IE
IEλ .           (3.9) 
The bending stiffness of the prototype mast was calculated by using the equivalent 
beam-column model of a triangular cross-section mast, which takes into account the 
stiffness of mast legs, as well as that of the horizontal and diagonal struts (Ben Kahla 
1993). Due to the low required bending stiffness of the model, the flexural stiffness was 
provided by a single equivalent spine (stainless steel tube) as shown in Figure 3.5. 
3.3.3.3 Mass Scaling  
The modelling of the mass was achieved by scaling the inertia forces of the 
structure to those of the flow consistently, invoking the following ratio relationship of 
the effective bulk density of the structure to the air density: 
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where sρ
 
is the structural bulk density (mass per unit projected volume). In wind tunnel 
simulations, the air densities are unchanged from prototype condition 
( ototypeel Prmod ρρ ≈ ); consequently,  
( )
( ) 0.1
mod
==
prototypes
els
ρ
ρλρ .                                  (3.11) 
 The resulting mass scaling factor (mass per unit length) was then 
4mod 100.1 −×==
prototype
el
m
m
mλ .                            (3.12)
 
The total mass of the prototype mast (including three mast legs, bracing members, 
the antenna and some attached apparatus) was scaled to the equivalent mass achieved 
by the spine and the cladding components of the model mast; as well, the model mass 
included four aluminum plates which were located at the four guy attachment levels for 
the purpose of connecting the three guys at each level (Figure 3.5b).  
3.3.3.4 Effective Drag Area Scaling 
The effective drag area scaling was governed by the requirement to scale the 
product of dCD × , where d is a typical member dimension and CD is the drag 
coefficient. The drag force DF  scaling parameter fλ  (force per unit length) is defined 
as follows:  
( )
( ) LfprototypeD
elD
vF
F λλλ 2mod ==                                 (3.13) 
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Substituting Equation 2.18 into FD, the effective drag area scaling parameter can be 
expressed from Equation 3.13 :  
L
prototypeD
elD
dC
dC λ=)(
)( mod
                                (3.14) 
The design drag coefficient DC  for the prototype is dependent upon the solidity ratio Rs 
for latticed masts (CSA 2001), where sR  is defined as the ratio of the net projected area 
of one face of the structure sA  to the projected gross area gA : 
sR = 
g
s
A
A
.                 (3.15) 
For triangular masts, DC  is calculated as follows:   
4.3)(7.4)(4.3 2 +−= ssD RRC .               (3.16) 
The drag factor DC  also depends on the shape and roughness of the member, as 
well as the Reynolds number. Since the mast of the model was largely composed of 
cladding with rectangular cross-sections, Reynolds number effects for mast elements 
were assumed to be small due to the sharp edges of the cladding components, and thus 
were not a major consideration. 
A reduction factor FD  was also applied to flat members such as cladding when 
calculating the maximum projected area of the appurtenances attached to one face of the 
mast (EIA/TIA-222-E, 1996). The total effective drag area was therefore equal to 
FD DdC ×)(    where 8.0=FD  for flat members attached to one face of the cladding. 
As illustrated in Figure 3.5b, shielding effects had to be considered for drag forces 
acting on the spine since the distance of the spine behind the windward face of the 
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structure was less than 1.5 times the face width for triangular mast. Shielding factors for 
the cladding were obtained from NBCC (1995).  
Due to a lack of more precise information, drag factors for the model were 
estimated using the same relationships as used for the prototype. Since it was suspected 
that these prototype relationships may not be strictly valid at the model scale, further 
drag tests for the model cladding were conducted in the wind tunnel laboratory at the 
University of Saskatchewan, to investigate the effective drag area of the cladding. These 
drag tests are described in Chapter 4. 
3.3.3.5 Conclusions 
Scaling parameters for various model properties, based on the relationships 
presented above, are summarised in Table 3.2. Here, the scaling parameter λ  is defined 
as the ratio between a given property of the model and its corresponding value in the 
prototype. 
Comparisons of key mast properties of the model, as designed, and the scaled 
prototype guyed mast are shown in Figure 3.6. As can be seen in this figure, good 
agreement between the model and the scaled prototype values for stiffness, mass and 
drag area was achieved. 
3.3.4 Guy Cable Modelling 
3.3.4.1 Overview 
The guy cables are important components of guyed masts for the simple reason 
that the guys supply the lateral stiffness as well as a significant portion of the total mass 
of the system. The inherently nonlinear behaviour of the guys, as well as the nonlinear  
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Table 3.2.  Aeroelastic model scaling parameters (from ASCE 1997). 
 
Parameter 
 
 
Similitude Requirement* 
 
 
Scale Value 
 
Length pmL LL /=λ  1.00E-02 
Density ρλ = mρ / pρ  1.0 
Velocity pmv VV /=λ  0.1 
Mass per Unit Length mλ = ρλ 2Lλ  1.00E-04 
Mass Mλ = ρλ 3Lλ  1.00E-06 
Mass Moment of Inertia 
per Unit Length iλ = mλ
2
Lλ  1.00E-08 
Mass Moment of Inertia Iλ = Mλ 2Lλ  1.00E-10 
Damping ζλ = mζ / pζ  1.0 
Stiffness EIλ = 2vλ 4Lλ  1.00E-10 
Elastic stiffness EAλ = 2vλ 2Lλ  1.00E-06 
Force Per Unit Length fλ = 2vλ Lλ  1.00E-04 
Force Fλ = 2vλ 2Lλ  1.00E-06 
Bending Moment BMλ = 2vλ 3Lλ  1.00E-08 
Time Tλ = Lλ / vλ  0.1 
*The subscript “m” denotes model while “p” denotes full scale prototype. 
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Figure 3.6. Comparison of the key mast properties of the model and scaled prototype. 
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interaction between guy cables and the mast, makes the cable modelling more 
challenging. However, accurate modelling of the guy cables, and the guy stiffness in 
particular, plays a strategic role in producing reliable results from the wind tunnel tests. 
As with the mast, the physical properties of the guy cables must be scaled properly in 
terms of similarity with the mass, stiffness and effective drag area of the prototype.  
As shown in Figure 3.4, the 3 m tall guyed mast model was guyed at four guy 
attachment levels along the mast. Because of its suitable size and properties, 1 pound 
music wire, with a diameter of 0.012 in (0.305 mm), was used for all the guys on the 
model.  
3.3.4.2 Scaling of Guy Stiffness  
The equivalent horizontal stiffness EQk  of the guy cables was achieved by 
enforcing Cauchy Number aC  similarity requirements between the model and 
prototype, thereby ensuring that the ratio of the elastic to inertia forces was maintained 
using Equation 3.8, where  
2L
EAEeff =                             (3.17) 
for the axial guy stiffness. The resulting ratio of axial stiffness EAλ  was therefore 
( )
( )
6mod 100.1 −×==
prototype
el
EA AE
AEλ .                  (3.18) 
Guy stiffness includes contribution from both elastic and gravity forces. It was 
therefore important to include the effect of cable sag when modeling the axial stiffness 
of a guy cable. As discussed in Section 2.3, the resistance of a suspended cable to 
horizontal motion of the mast is generated by two physical mechanisms: elastic 
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stretching of the cable, represented by the elastic cable stiffness component ek , and 
changes due to the amount of sag in the cable profile, represented by the gravitational 
stiffness component gk  (ASCE 2002). For a relatively taut cable, the resulting 
equivalent horizontal stiffness may be obtained by considering the elastic and 
gravitational components as acting in series, as suggested by Equation 2.28. 
In order to achieve the correct elastic stiffness for the guy wires, small extension 
springs were incorporated at the bottom end of each wire. The equivalent axial stiffness 
eqek _  achieved from the music wire and extension springs is therefore given by 
mwespe
eqe
kk
k
__
_ 11
1
+
= ,               (3.19) 
where spek _  is the elastic stiffness of the extension springs and mwek _  is the axial 
stiffness of the music wire obtained using Equation 2.29. 
Similarity of gravity stiffness was achieved by adding brass weights to the wire to 
produce the desired sag. The guy pretension also has a large influence on the gravity 
stiffness (see Equation 2.30). Since the force scaling parameter Fλ  is only 1.0E-06 (see 
Table 3.2), the model-scale initial tension was found to be as low as 0.196 N (20 g). 
These low levels of guy pretension required in the model made it very challenging with 
respect to the choice of the materials available and the model erection procedures to be 
used.  
Furthermore, when modelling the elastic and gravitational stiffness of a guy cable, 
it was necessary to consider not only the equivalent stiffness of wires ( EQk ) comprising 
the elastic and gravitational stiffness, but also the ratio between the elastic stiffness and 
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the gravitational stiffness. As outlined in Section 2.3.2.2, the stiffness parameter 2λ  
must be considered to ensure that the natural frequencies of the model guys were correct 
(Irvine 1978).  
In summary, the discrepancies and difficulties encountered when imposing 
similarity requirement on the guy stiffness arose from the following: (i) the wires used 
to model the guy cables had to produce the same equivalent stiffness as the scaled 
prototype as well as maintaining the ratio between the elastic and the gravity stiffness; 
and (ii) the scaling of gravity stiffness. The extremely low pretension of wires was 
difficult to achieve in practice; also, this scaled pretension value could not produce the 
desired gravity stiffness, so that extra weights had to be added to the wires in order to 
model the sag of the prototype. The increased gravity stiffness gk  necessitated an 
increase of the elastic stiffness ek , to maintain the stiffness parameter 
2λ , resulting in 
an increased equivalent stiffness EQk , as well as increased guy mass. A further 
limitation on the wire size was that it had to be large enough so that its drag coefficient 
could be approximately Reynolds number independent over the wind speeds used in the 
tests. As a result of all of these constraints, a number of modifications were made to the 
prototype design in order to reflect practical limitations in the model construction; 
however, attempts were made to avoid straying too far from what would be 
representative of Canadian design practice.  
A comparison of the model guy and the scaled prototype guy stiffness is shown in 
Figure 3.7. From this figure, it is evident that satisfactory similarity of the elastic and 
gravity stiffness components was achieved; the stiffness parameters also agree well, so 
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that the natural frequencies of the model and scaled prototypes should have been 
similar. 
It should be noted that scaling of the guy properties was performed on the basis of 
still air (no wind) conditions. As the model was displaced in response to applied wind 
loads, the sag and stiffness characteristics changed in a nonlinear manner. No attempt 
was made to match the model and scaled prototype properties under loaded conditions. 
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Figure 3.7.  Comparison of the model and the prototype guy stiffness components. 
 
3.3.4.3 Mass Scaling 
The procedure used for mass scaling of the guy cables was the same as that for the 
mast scaling described in Section 3.3.3.3. The scaling parameter of mass per unit length 
mλ  (the ratio between the model and the full-scale) was maintained at 1.0E-04, as 
required by Equation 3.11. The small brass weights not only provided the model with 
additional gravity stiffness, but also contributed to the mass in order to achieve desired 
mass scaling. Thus, the equivalent mass was obtained by the combined effect of the 1 
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pound music wire, the brass weights, and the foam cylinders which are presented in 
Section 3.3.4.4. 
3.3.4.4 Drag Area Scaling 
As presented in Section 3.3.3.4, drag area scaling for the guy cables was governed 
by the geometric scaling ratio Lλ . The equivalent drag area was achieved by 
considering the combined effect of the music wire, brass weights, and the foam 
cylinders incorporated onto the wires.  
Because the guy wires had a roughly circular cross sectional shape, attention had 
to be given to the drag coefficient DC , which was dependant upon Reynolds number 
eR  effects over a certain range of wind speeds.  
Figure 3.8 illustrates the variation in the drag coefficient with Reynolds number 
for a smooth circular cross section in smooth flow. As shown in this figure, DC  drops 
sharply in the critical region ( 65 10~10≈eR ) while for lower ranges of eR  (i.e. the 
subcritical region), DC  exhibits a practically constant value ( 2.1≈DC  ) over a wide range 
of eR  values. In addition to the flow velocity, the drag coefficient DC  is also known to 
depend upon the roughness of the cylinder surface (Simiu and Scanlan 1996). 
In the model design, therefore, attempts were made to utilize wire sizes that would 
result in a drag coefficient that was relatively Reynolds number insensitive. That is, the 
Reynolds number of the wires in the model was kept in the subcritical range (Figure 
3.8.).  
A comparison of key guy properties between the model and the scaled prototype is 
shown in Figure 3.9. It is apparent that satisfactorily agreement was achieved. The 
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equivalent stiffness plot also shows that the model guys at higher levels exhibit softer 
properties due to increased sag effects in these wires. 
 
Figure 3.8. Evolution of mean drag coefficient with Reynolds number for a circular 
cylinder (Simiu and Scanlan 1996). 
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Figure 3.9.  Comparison of selected guy properties between the model and the scaled 
prototype. 
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3.4 CONSTRUCTION OF THE WIND TUNNEL MODEL  
3.4.1 Description of the 300 m Guyed Mast Model  
For the wind tunnel investigation, a full aeroelastic model of the 300 m guyed 
mast was constructed to a 1:100 scale at the University of Saskatchewan and at the 
BLWTL at the University of Western Ontario. As shown in Figure 3.5, the model 
featured cladding with a triangular cross-section and a constant face width of 30 mm. 
The legs of the mast were modelled as a central spine made from stainless steel tubing 
located at the centroid of the cross-section. The basic mast geometry, including the face 
width, cladding pattern and panel height, remained constant over the entire height. The 
mast was guyed at four guy levels with three wires at each level. The guy anchor radius 
(the distance between the centre of the mast base and the anchor point) was set at 1 m 
for first and second guy levels, and at 2 m for the top two levels. 
Some of the significant challenges encountered during the design and construction 
of the model included finding components of a sufficiently small size and suitable 
material, as well as accurately reproducing the low levels of guy pretension (0.196 N) 
required in the model.  
3.4.2 Mast Construction   
The model mast was composed of a slender spine and cladding assembly. The 
spine consisted of three stainless steel tubes used for the main mast sections and a solid 
brass rod used to represent the 15 m cantilevered top antenna assumed for the prototype. 
At each connection between mast segments, snug fitting brass inserts were placed inside 
the tubes; the three stainless steel tubing pieces and brass rod were silver-soldered 
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together so that relative rotations between the segments were prevented at the 
connection locations. Table 3.3 provides the physical properties of the spine.  
Table 3.3 Physical properties of the model spine†. 
Section Height 
[m] 
D 
[mm] 
d 
[mm] 
E 
[MPa] 
1 1.05 4.19 3.43 200,000 
2 2.31 3.76 3.00 200,000 
3 2.85 3.63 2.90 200,000 
4 3.0 0.0625 - 103,000 
† D is the outside diameter, d is the inside diameter, and E is the elastic modulus 
The cladding assembly had a triangular cross-section in plan with a constant 
30 mm face width, measured from centre to centre of the cladding legs, and a constant  
panel height of 179 mm. As shown in Figure 3.10, the cladding assembly was 
constructed with an ABS plastic skeleton, which represented the mast structure, and thin 
carbon fibre struts to securely attach the cladding to the spine in a symmetric manner 
without increasing the spine stiffness. Carbon fibre was chosen as the strut material due 
to its high strength and the extremely light weight. To ensure the correct geometry, the 
carbon struts were fabricated using a jig consisting of two blocks into which 3 holes 
were symmetrically drilled (Figure 3.11); thus, the carbon struts were accurately and 
consistently made to the desired dimensions. To achieve the proper drag area as well as 
the very light required weight, cladding panels with a thickness as low as 0.51 mm were 
fabricated at the BLWTL using a rapid-prototyping machine. When attaching cladding 
sections to the mast, a gap of 1 mm was maintained between adjacent cladding sections 
to ensure that the cladding was discontinuous and would not increase the rigidity of the 
mast spine (Figure 3.12b).          
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Cladding
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Figure 3.10.  Model mast construction: (a) spine and cladding assembly;  
and (b) fabrication jig. 
 
                       
Figure 3.11. Jig for the fabrication of the carbon fibre struts. 
 
 
Gap = 1mm
(b)(a)
 
Figure 3.12. Mast model details: (a) pinned mast base; and (b) 1 mm gap between 
adjacent cladding segments. 
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A straight, swivel-type ball-bearing connector (Figure 3.12a) was used to connect 
the bottom spine segment to the base, thus reproducing the pinned base connection of 
the prototype guyed mast. The pinned base allowed free rotations in all directions while 
preventing all displacements.  
To facilitate the erection of the model and its alignment in the wind tunnel, the 
guyed mast model was mounted on a rigid base assembly, the top of which was set at an 
elevation of 113 mm above the floor (Figure 3.13a). The base assembly consisted of a 
12.7 mm (1/2 in) thick hexagonal aluminum plate, upon which the mast was mounted, a 
1.6 mm (1/16 in) thin hexagonal aluminum plate which rested on the floor, and three 2.2 
m long HSS tubular members radiating out symmetrically from the centre, to which the 
guy anchors were attached (Figure 3.14b). The two plates and the three tubular beams 
were connected using six 100 mm (4 in) long screws which ensured a rigid base 
assembly. During erection, the mast was held in a vertical position by guides attached to 
a temporary support column (Figure 3.13b) that was removed prior to testing.   
(a) (b)
Support
column
Pinned base
connection
Rigid base assembly
Spine
 
 
Figure 3.13. Mast base and erection details (shown without cladding attached for 
clarity): (a) pinned base connection and base assembly; and (b) erection support 
column. 
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Figure 3.14.  Model guy cable components: (a) foam cylinders and brass weights; and 
(b) springs, anchor and pretensioning system. 
3.4.3 Guy Construction  
The model guy wires were constructed using 0.305 mm (0.012 in) diameter, one-
pound music wire. Brass weights were attached along the wires at prescribed intervals 
in order to produce an appropriate averaged unit weight, as well as the correct gravity 
stiffness, gk . Foam cylinders, 10 mm in length with diameters as low as 2.54 mm, were 
attached along the wires to generate the necessary averaged drag area (Figure 3.14a). In 
order to soften the wire response sufficiently to achieve the desired elastic stiffness ek , 
small springs were inserted at the bottom end of the guys (Figure 3.14b). The model 
guy wires were attached to the aluminum plates glued on the spine at the four guy 
attachment levels. At each level, three guy wires were connected at the desired distance 
from the mast centroid to the mast using the screws and the small tube spacers (Figure 
3.15b); this arrangement simulated connections of the actual guys to the mast legs on 
the prototype. A photograph of a model guy wire showing its sag under still air 
conditions is shown in Figure 3.15a. 
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Figure 3.15. (a) Guy showing the sag; (b) guy attachment level. 
 
 
The geometry and physical properties of the guy wires are summarized in Table 
3.4, where cL  is the straight chord length between wire ends, θ  is the vertical angle 
between the chord line and the horizontal line, To is the initial tension, and GE  is the 
elastic modulus of the wires. The properties of the springs used for each guy level are 
summarized in Table 3.5. 
Table 3.4 Geometry and physical properties of the model guys. 
Level Height [m] 
cL  
[m] 
θ  
[deg] 
To 
[N] 
GE  
[MPa] 
1 0.69 1.151 34.60 0.196 200,000 
2 1.41 1.682 54.78 0.196 200,000 
3 2.13 2.865 46.84 0.196 200,000 
4 2.85 3.438 54.93 0.196 200,000 
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Table 3.5 Extensional spring properties for each guy. 
Guy 
Level Spring Model Amount 
Spring Stiffness 
(kN/m) 
1 E0180-014-1250-s 1 0.105 
2 E0180-014-0750-s 1 0.04 
3 E0180-014-1000-s 1 0.035 
4 E0180-014-1250-s + E0180-014-1250-s 2 0.0119 
 
The major difficulty encountered in the construction and erection of the model 
was that of setting the individual guy pretension. The very low required pretension of 
20 g (0.196 N) for each guy wire was achieved by passing the bottom end of the wire 
over a small, low friction nylon pulley with jewel pivots (Figure 3.14b) that was 
attached to the guy anchor block, and hanging a known mass (20 g) from the end of the 
wire. Once the prescribed pretension was induced, the wire was securely clamped to the 
anchor block (Figure 3.14b). The top ends of the wires were clamped to the mast in 
such a way as to reproduce the eccentric connection of the guys to the mast legs on the 
prototype (Figure 3.15b).    
3.5 NUMERICAL COMPARISONS OF THE MODEL AND THE 
PROTOTYPE DYNAMIC PROPERTIES  
As a check of the model scaling procedures, dynamic analysis results for the 
guyed mast model were compared with those of the prototype, using the frequency 
domain analysis model described in Section 2.5 as the basis for this comparison. The 
results presented herein were generated assuming the following full-scale wind 
conditions: a reference mean wind speed ( refU ) of 32 m/s, an exponential wind speed 
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profile with 1.0=α  (see Equation 2.5), and a mean wind direction oriented at o60  
(wind perpendicular to one face of the mast).    
Dynamic response comparisons, including mast bending moments and 
displacements, for the prototype and model are shown in Figure 3.16. In these plots, the 
model response has been scaled to a full scale basis using the scaling relationships 
defined in Table 3.2. ( 810−=BMλ  for bending moments and 01.0=Lλ  for 
displacements). As can be seen in this figure, the responses obtained from the model 
and the prototype analyses are very similar.  
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Figure 3.16.  Comparisons of dynamic response between the model and scaled 
prototype: (a) bending moment; (b) deflection. 
 
 
Similar comparisons of the model and prototype natural frequencies are 
summarized in Table 3.6 . The corresponding mode shapes are compared in Figure 
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3.17.  Once again, the agreements between the model and the prototype responses are 
generally excellent. 
 
Table 3.6 Comparison of predicted natural frequencies of the model and prototype. 
Modes elfmod  (Hz) fprototypef λ/ * (Hz) Error (%) 
1 2.2 2.2 0 
2 3.05 3 1.6 
3 3.11 3.1 0.03 
4 3.69 3.7 0 
5 4.41 4.4 0 
6 5.6 5.6 0 
7 5.97 5.9 1.18 
8 7.39 6.9 7.1 
                         * 01.0=fλ  (natural frequency scaling parameter). 
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Figure 3.17 Comparisons of predicted mode shapes of the model and scaled prototype. 
 
 
As indicated by these results, the predicted dynamic response characteristics 
obtained from the scaled model of the guyed mast and the prototype are consistently 
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comparable. For the purpose of this study, then, it was concluded that the scaling laws 
applied in designing the model were compatible with the frequency domain analytical 
model used. Comparisons between the predicted (numerical) and the measured (wind 
tunnel) responses are provided in Chapter 5. 
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4. DESCRIPTION OF WIND TUNNEL TEST PROGRAM 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The wind tunnel model of a 300 m guyed mast was constructed as described in 
Chapter 3. This chapter presents the experimental program of wind tunnel tests carried 
out at the Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory (BLWTL) at the University of 
Western Ontario (UWO), London, Canada. The wind tunnel test results are summarized 
in Chapter 5.  
A brief introduction to the BLWTL is presented in Section 4.2, followed by the 
model instrumentation, including model calibration, described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. 
The detailed wind tunnel model studies conducted for the 300 m guyed mast are 
presented in Section 4.5, considering both open country (moderate turbulence) and over 
water (low turbulence) exposure, as well as three different wind directions. Section 4.6 
is devoted to the wind conditions in the BLWTL, including the mean wind profiles, 
turbulence intensity and velocity spectra. The mode shape measurements, performed 
under still wind conditions to measure the natural frequencies, fundamental structural 
mode shapes, as well as the damping levels in the guyed mast model are reviewed in 
Section 4.7. In addition, a section drag test of the model mast cladding conducted in the 
Wind Tunnel Laboratory at the University of Saskatchewan is provided in Section 4.8. 
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4.2 INTRODUCTION TO WIND TUNNEL TESTING 
  Although sophisticated computational methods have been well developed, it 
remains necessary to carry out physical experiments to examine the dynamic 
characteristics of guyed masts in wind loads. Wind tunnel testing, which provides a 
realistic assessment of the detailed wind load distribution, makes it possible to model 
different wind conditions in a rapid, economical and accurate means to generate wind-
induced vibration of the structure.  
The wind tunnel simulates the atmospheric flows by duplicating the characteristics 
of natural wind flows, in order to achieve the dynamic behaviour of the model that are 
similar to those of the prototype on site. An important measure of the practical value of 
all model test data is their relationship to full-scale experience. Accurately modelling 
wind is therefore of vital importance in wind tunnel testing. The characteristics of 
natural wind must be simulated correctly in the wind tunnel to represent those at the site 
of the prototype. The similarity requirements for the wind tunnel include: (i) the mean 
wind velocity profile; (ii) the variation of turbulence intensities with height; and (iii) the 
wind velocity spectra of turbulence in the alongwind, crosswind and vertical directions. 
The BLWTL at the University of Western Ontario (Figure 4.1), which has both a 
high-speed and a low-speed testing section, was used to simulate the turbulent boundary 
layer of natural wind. The low-speed section, characterized by a 52 m long tunnel with 
a cross sectional area 5 m wide ×  4 m high, and a water tank with a removable cover 
for wind and wave interaction studies, is capable of developing a maximum wind speed 
of 36 km/hr (10 m/s). It is particularly well suited for studies involving large models  
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Figure 4.1.  Drawing of the BLWTL at UWO, London, Canada (from the BLWTL). 
 
and Froude number scaling, which generally require large scales and relatively low 
wind speeds. The high-speed section, on the other hand, has a maximum wind speed of 
about 100 km/hr (28 m/s), which allows higher velocity scales and Reynolds numbers. 
The dimensions of the wind tunnel test sections in the BLWTL are listed in Table 4.1.  
Table 4.1.  The dimensions of the test sections in the BLWTL, UWO. 
 
Length 
(m) Width (m) 
Height 
(m) 
Maximum Wind 
Speed (km/hr) 
Overall Size 64 15 6 - 
High Speed Test Section 39 3.4 2.5 100 
Low Speed Test Section 52 5 4 36 
 
In this investigation, the wind tunnel test of the 3 m tall, Froude number scaled 
guyed mast model was conducted in the low-speed test section. To recreate the 
prototype design wind conditions, a maximum wind speed of 5.5 m/s was required at a 
reference height of 2.62 m above the tunnel floor (the elevation of the reference Pitot 
tube). 
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4.3 MODEL INSTRUMENTATION 
4.3.1 Overview 
The instrumentation installed on the aeroelastic guyed mast model at the BLWTL 
included strain gauges, used to measure wind induced bending moments, high 
sensitivity miniature accelerometers to monitor mast motion at the four guy support 
levels, and a laser displacement transducer for measuring alongwind displacements at 
the top guy support level. Due to the low levels of tension experienced by the guy wires 
and the large dynamic displacements the wires were likely to undergo, no attempt was 
made to measure the guy response directly. The instrumentation on the model enabled 
measurement of the dynamic response, which was compared with that of the numerical 
analytical model.  
4.3.2 Strain Gauges  
Precision strain gauges EA-09-031DE-350 (made by Vishay Micro-
Measurements), suitable for stainless steel with high transverse sensitivity of 
(+0.4 ± 0.2)% at 24oC, were used to measure the wind induced static and dynamic 
bending moments of the model (Figure 4.2). The strain gauges were of an open-faced 
construction with a 0.03 mm (0.001 in) flexible polyimide film backing. The gauges 
were trimmed to a width of 0.81 mm in order to fit onto the small diameter tubing (mast 
spine), which ranged from 3.6 mm (0.143 in) to 4.2 mm (0.165 in) in diameter.  
Attempts were made to mount the gauges to measure strains occurring about two 
orthogonal axes. Coatings were applied immediately after the strain gauges were 
installed to protect the open-faced gauges.  
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Accelerometer
(a) (b)
 
Figure 4.2.  Mast instrumentation: (a) strain gauges; and (b) accelerometers. 
Figure 4.3 illustrates the locations of the instruments used on the model. A total of 
24 strain gauges was installed at six locations along the mast height: four were located 
at the mid-span between guy levels at approximately the highest bending moment 
location in these regions, while the other two were placed just below the middle two 
guy attachment levels of the model. As seen in Figure 4.3, four gauges were attached 
directly to the mast spine at each of the six strain gauge locations, spaced at 90° to each 
other around the spine perimeter, so that the mast bending moment response could be 
monitored in two orthogonal directions (Figure 4.2a).  At the location of strain gauge 
level 2, which was at the joint between tube 1 and tube 2, the strain gauges were 
mounted about 30 mm away from the joint so that any stress concentrations due to the 
joint were minimized in the strain gauge readings; the same was true for gauge levels 3 
and 5, where the gauges were close to the aluminum plates and the gauge sites were 
shifted downwards by 30 mm or so to stay away from the stress concentrations caused 
by the aluminum plate.  
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Figure 4.3.  The location of the instrumentation.  
 
4.3.3 Accelerometers  
Figure 4.3 also shows the location of the accelerometers used on the model. A 
total of eight Entran EGA miniature accelerometers (Entran Devices, Inc. Fairfield, NJ, 
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USA) was used to monitor the mast motion at four guy attachment levels on the guyed 
mast model (Figure 4.3). Figure 4.2(b) shows the accelerometers on the mast. The 
accelerometers had a sensitivity of 15 mV/g and a frequency response of up to 150 Hz 
for dynamic measurement. One of the important characteristics of these accelerometers 
was their extremely light weight (0.5 gram per accelerometer) since both size and mass 
were of prime importance in the design and construction of the model mast. As can be 
seen in Figure 4.2(b) and Figure 4.3, two accelerometers at every guy support level 
were mounted perpendicular to each other, oriented to measure two orthogonal 
components of the horizontal mast acceleration.  
4.4 STRAIN GAUGE CALIBRATION  
Strain gauges were calibrated to provide an accurate and reliable measurement of 
bending moments. Calibration factors for the strain gauges were used to convert the 
measured value (Volts) obtained from the data acquisition system directly into that of 
bending moment (kN-m). Rather than the strains in individual gauges, only the 
difference between readings in corresponding pairs of gauges on opposite faces of the 
spine were read; therefore, the bending moments in the spine could be determined, but 
not the net axial forces. 
The strain gauges were arranged according to Wheatstone bridge circuit theory 
(Figure 4.4) at each level, in which two gauges were mounted to form a half-bridge 
configuration. The dynamic strain-gauge readings could be determined by the change in 
resistance in the gauges.  In this test, the Wheatstone bridge was used as a null-balance 
system, in which the output voltage “E” from the bridge was adjusted to a zero reading  
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Figure 4.4.  The Wheatstone bridge circuit. 
 
to ensure the bridge was balanced prior to each test. The Wheatstone bridge could then 
be employed for strain measurement. 
Calibration at each gauge level was performed with the gauges installed on the 
model spine prior to application of the mast cladding. The strain gauge calibrations 
were conducted in two orthogonal directions, denoted as the X and Y directions, by 
applying static loads in carefully controlled configurations on the spine which was 
mounted as either a simply supported or a cantilevered beam. The Wheatstone bridge 
was initially balanced to zero (E = 0, where E is moment-induced voltage, see Figure 
4.4) before application of the loads. Loads in the range of 0 to 60 g were added 
incrementally for the cantilevered beam while loads ranging from 0 to 200 g were used 
for the simply supported beam. The E was measured and correlated to the known 
calculated bending moment in the spine at the location of the gauges.  
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A photograph of calibration procedure conducted with the spine mounted as a 
cantilever beam is shown in Figure 4.5, while the calibration set-up using a simply 
supported beam configuration is shown in Figure 4.6. The cantilever mounting 
arrangement was considered to produce more accurate results since the simply support 
condition was difficult to achieve in practice because the portions of the spine extending 
beyond the supports inevitably created some negative moments at supports. However, 
the cantilever calibration configuration was not feasible for the two gauge levels near 
the middle of the spine due to the long cantilevered length that would have been 
required, and the large resulting strains. 
 
 
Figure 4.5.  Strain gauge calibration under the cantilever beam configuration. 
 
Strain gauge 
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Figure 4.6.  Strain gauge calibration under the simply support configuration. 
 
In this calibration process, a voltmeter read the output voltage signal that was 
proportional to the load applied on the beam. The relationship between the measured 
voltage and the applied load could therefore be used to convert the voltage into units of 
bending moment (kN-m) per volt, a parameter called the “calibration factor”.  
Example plots showing variations of the applied bending moments and the 
corresponding measured voltage are given in Figure 4.7. A best fit line was then 
employed to express the relationship between the applied bending moment and the 
output voltage. Calibration factors could thus be obtained from this figure. The two 
orthogonal pairs of gauges at each level were calibrated separately. However, both pairs 
of gauges were read for all calibration trials in case a slight misalignment of the gauges 
may have induced some coupling between the bending moments measured from the two 
gauge pairs, as indicated in Figure 4.7. For properly aligned orthogonal gauge pairs, the 
coupling between the readings was negligible (i.e. for bending about the X-axis of the  
Strain gauges 
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Figure 4.7.  Gauge calibration comparison (Gauge level 1): (a) for bending about the X-
axis of the spine; and (b) for bending about the Y-axis of the spine. 
 
spine, readings from the gauge pair mounted in the orthogonal direction (Y) were 
negligible, and vice versa). 
Attempts were made to calibrate gauges as cantilever beams in order to obtain 
accurate calibration factors. However, for the middle two gauge levels, only simply 
supported beam trials could be conducted due to the excessive length of the cantilever 
that would have been required. The calibration factors of strain gauges at the six levels 
are summarized in Table 4.2. Note may be made of the fact that the calibration factors 
at gauge level 3 and 4, whose calibrations were conducted in the simply supported beam 
configuration, were higher than those of the remaining gauges, possibly due to the 
inherent bending moment at the supports that affected the accuracy of the calibration. 
As a result, various strategies were investigated to adjust those calibration factors in 
order to produce consistent results with the other gauges. 
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Table 4.2  Calibration factors for strain gauges 
Support Gauge Level 
Elev. 
(m) Direction 
Calibration 
Factor 
(N-mm /Volt) 
Direction 
Calibration 
Factor 
(N-mm/Volt) 
1 0.345 X 39.216 Y 39.526 Cantilever 
Beam 2 1.035 X 44.137 Y 43.561 
3 1.385 X 53.191 Y 50.505 Simply supported 
Beam 4 1.765 X 55.309 Y 55.005 
5 2.105 X 44.626 Y 46.279 Cantilever  
Beam 6 2.485 X 41.263 Y 41.094 
 
 
4.5 WIND TUNNEL TEST FOR AEROELASTIC GUYED MAST MODEL 
4.5.1 Overview  
The wind tunnel test program for the full aeroelastic model of the 300 m guyed 
mast comprised one set of tests in open country exposure and one set of tests in over 
water exposure, respectively. Three different angles of wind azimuth relative to the 
structure were investigated in both open country and over water exposure. As illustrated 
in Figure 4.8, the selected wind directions included wind parallel to the windward guy 
lane, wind parallel to one face of the mast, and wind perpendicular to one face of the 
mast (denoted in subsequent discussions as wind at 0o, 30o and 60o, respectively). Thus, 
a total of six test series was performed, each with simulated full-scale mean wind 
speeds of up to 55 m/s (198 km/hr) near the top of the prototype. The test series are 
illustrated in Table 4.3, in which OC denotes open country (moderate turbulent 
boundary layer flow) and OW denotes over water (low turbulence flow). Within each 
series, the tests were repeated for mean wind speeds varying from 0 m/s to the 
maximum values, in the increments shown in Table 4.3. 
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Figure 4.8.  Definition of wind directions: (a) wind at 0o; (b) wind at 30o and  
(c) wind at 60o. 
 
Table 4.3.  Wind tunnel test series for the guyed mast model. 
Wind Condition Wind Azimuth (degree) 
Maximum 
Mean Wind 
Speed* (m/s) 
Wind Speed 
Increment 
(m/s) 
Test Series 
0 5.428 2.2 OC-0 
30 5.545 2.38 OC-30 Open Country 
60 5.557 4.7  OC-60 
0 5.527 4.07 OW-0 
30 5.541 4.07 OW-30 Over Water 
60 5.563 4.08 OW-60 
*The model-scale mean wind speed measured at 2.62 m above the tunnel floor. 
4.5.2 Wind Tunnel Instrumentation 
In addition to strain gauges and accelerometers mounted on the aeroelastic guyed 
mast model, other instrumentation, including Pitot tubes and a laser transducer, were 
also used to measure the properties of the wind and the model dynamic displacement. 
Three Pitot tubes attached to the pressure transducers were used for measuring 
wind speeds in the wind tunnel. One reference Pitot tube (Figure 4.9b) was mounted 
from the tunnel ceiling and set at 2.616 m high above the tunnel floor; in addition, two 
auxiliary Pitot tubes were installed at 0.6 m and 1.56 m above the floor of the wind 
tunnel upstream of the model, as shown on the left side of Figure  4.14. 
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A single laser transducer (Figure 4.9a) was used to measure alongwind 
displacements of the mast at the top guy support level. The laser itself was mounted on 
a rod suspended from the ceiling of the wind tunnel on the leeward side of the guyed 
mast model. The laser was oriented horizontally, parallel to the mean wind direction, 
and was aligned on a reflective target glued to the top guy support level on the model. 
(b)(a)
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transducer
Measurement
point
Pitot
tube
 
Figure 4.9.  Wind tunnel instruments: (a) Laser transducer; (b) Pitot tube. 
 
The data acquisition system (Figure 4.10) for the wind tunnel testing sampled 26 
channels of data continuously at a rate of 110 Hz, including 12 channels of strain 
gauges, 8 channels of accelerometers, a laser transducer and 5 channels of Pitot tubes (3 
channels for reference Pitot tubes and the other 2 channels for auxiliary Pitot tubes). 
This data were filtered (as described in the subsequent sections) and stored 
electronically as time series data for subsequent analyses. 
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Figure 4.10.  Computer controlled data acquisition system. 
4.5.3 Experimental Setup 
The aeroelastic guyed mast model was mounted on the floor of the low speed 
wind tunnel section floor at the BLWTL centered over a fixed dowel pin, so that the 
model could be rotated at different orientations relative to the mean wind direction, as 
mentioned in Section 4.5.2. To avoid adding extra weight and drag area to the model, 
all electrical cables and wires from the instrumentation were strung horizontally from 
the sensors on the mast to a vertical support cable that was fixed approximately 50 cm 
behind the model, stretched tautly from the ceiling to the floor of the wind tunnel on the 
leeward side of the guyed mast model. The sensor wires were then bundled together and 
securely fastened to the support cable until they reached the wind tunnel floor (Figure 
4.11).  
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Figure 4.11.  Support cable: (a) before instrumentation cabling; (b) after instrumentation 
setup. 
 
For every test in each of the six test series (Table 4.3), the prescribed wind 
conditions in the wind tunnel were produced using a computer controlled system. 
Attempts were made to simulate the turbulent boundary layer flow of the natural wind. 
In order to simulate the open country exposure characteristics in the wind tunnel, as 
well as naturally facilitate the rapid growth of a vertical boundary layer over the rough 
tunnel floor along the test section, a combination of three spires were employed 
upstream of the test section, along with roughness elements (Figure 4.12 and Figure 
4.13) placed on the tunnel floor in patterns known from previous studies to produce the 
desired boundary layer flow conditions. The over water low turbulence flow conditions, 
on the other hand, were simulated by removing all spires and roughness elements, 
creating an unobstructed floor surface. 
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Figure 4.12.  Side view of the low-speed test section components in the BLWTL 
(after Liu 1991 ). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13.  Roughness elements producing the open country exposure. 
 
Along with the Pitot tube and the laser transducer, the fully instrumented 3 m tall 
guyed mast model installed in the low speed wind tunnel section is shown in Figure  
4.14. A photograph of the model test set up for over water conditions is shown in Figure 
4.15, in which the model is oriented for the case of a wind azimuth of 30o. 
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Figure  4.14.  Guyed mast model in the wind tunnel, showing the open country 
condition. 
 
 
Figure 4.15.  Guyed mast model in the wind tunnel, showing the over water condition. 
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4.5.4 Wind Tunnel Testing Procedures 
The wind tunnel test was conducted in two terrain conditions: open country 
exposure boundary layer flow to investigate the dynamic response to moderate 
turbulence and over water exposure representing low turbulence to serve as a basis for 
comparison with the open country exposure, and to establish the aerodynamic stability 
characteristics of the model.  As illustrated in Figure 4.8, three wind azimuths with 0o, 
30o and 60o were applied to the model, respectively. For each wind direction, a series of 
tests were carried out under incrementally increasing wind speeds in the range from 0 
m/s to a maximum wind speed up to 5.5 m/s, which corresponds to site wind conditions 
with a mean wind speed of 55 m/s (198 km/hr) near the top of the full-scale prototype. 
This maximum wind speed for open country exposure represents a wind storm of 
approximately equivalent intensity to one that would be required to produce the design 
mean wind speed of 39 m/s at 10 m above the ground over the smooth terrain assumed 
in the Canadian Standard CSA-S37-01.  
Instantaneous time series data, including bending moments at six locations along 
the mast, accelerations at four guy levels, displacements at the top guy level and wind 
speed from the Pitot tubes attached to the pressure transducers, were collected by the 
BLWTL data acquisition system at a sampling rate of 110 Hz, and stored electronically 
for subsequent data processing. The sampling frequency for the tests was chosen as 110 
Hz due to the frequency range of interest, which lay between 0 and 55 Hz (after 
processing, the frequency content of the results is limited to ½ of the sampling 
frequency). The data acquisition system sampled 70,656 readings per sensor at each 
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wind speed increment with a time increment of 0.009 seconds. Thus, the measurement 
time was 11 minutes for every wind speed increment in each of the six test series.  
All the sensor signals were fed through electronic low-pass filters with a cut-off 
frequency of approximately 45 Hz to avoid signal contamination from electrical 
interference. Due to the slow drift fluctuations inherent in the accelerometer output, 
accelerometer signals were also passed through high-pass electronic filters with a cut-
off frequency of 0.1 Hz to attenuate signal drift; however, further digital filtering was 
also found to be necessary when converting the accelerometer data into dynamic 
displacements.  
Upon the completion of each test series, an initial evaluation of the response 
trends was carried out. It was found that both the peak and rms response levels 
increased in a smooth and predictable manner with increasing wind speeds. No 
evidence of excitation due to vortex shedding induced oscillations or other aerodynamic 
instabilities were observed, which could have manifested themselves as sudden peaks in 
the response curves at critical wind speeds. 
A visual observation of the guyed mast behaviour during wind tunnel tests 
indicated that the extent of guy vibration depended on the guy location on the structure. 
When the mast deflected under wind effects, the windward guys constrained the 
movement and thus became taut and experienced little motion, while the leeward guys 
became slack and experienced large scale vibration. As expected, the largest degree of 
sag and vibration amplitudes was noted in the upper guys.  
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4.6 WIND CONDITIONS IN THE BLWTL 
4.6.1 Wind Velocity Profile  
Wind modelling plays a key role in wind tunnel testing. To produce realistic 
response predictions, the wind velocity profile and the wind variance along the height 
must match those experienced by the prototype.  
A detailed study of the flow conditions in the low speed test section was 
conducted in the BLWTL, using moveable hot wire anemometers to measure flow 
characteristics at various locations. Figure 4.16 shows the measured mean wind speed 
profiles normalized by reference mean wind speed at 2.62 m above the tunnel floor and 
the turbulence intensity ( ui ) profiles varying with height for both the open country and 
over water exposure. In this figure, the measured mean wind speed U  and the 
turbulence intensity data are denoted by the blue cross and red solid triangle symbols, 
respectively, while the corresponding theoretical mean wind profiles assumed for the 
numerical model are denoted by solid green lines. It should be noted, though, that the 
mean wind profiles used in the numerical models were fit to the measured data, rather 
than using established analytical expressions. As expected, the mean wind speed 
increased with height in a roughly exponential fashion, while turbulence intensities of 
the mean wind velocity, calculated using Equation 2.11, decreased correspondingly due 
to the diminishing effects of floor friction and increasing mean wind velocities; as well, 
turbulence intensity was seen to increase with increasing ground roughness. It is 
apparent that the longitudinal turbulence intensity in open country is more severe than 
that in over water while the mean wind speed increased at a slower rate with elevation; 
also, it is apparent that the wind was highly turbulent near the floor level.  
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Figure 4.16.  Profiles of normalized wind velocity: (a) open country; (b) over water. 
4.6.2 Power Spectra of Wind Velocity Turbulence 
The power spectral density functions (power spectra), which indicate the 
distribution of the energy of the wind fluctuations with respect to frequency, of the 
longitudinal (alongwind) and lateral (crosswind) components of the turbulence under 
open country and over water exposure are plotted in Figure 4.17; here, the power 
spectra measured at an elevation of 1 m, 2 m and 3 m above the tunnel floor are 
represented by red, blue and pink lines, respectively. All power spectra were normalized 
by the variance ( 2rmsu ) of the wind speed and represented on the more convenient 
logarithmic scale.  Figure 4.17 shows that the energy of turbulence is concentrated in 
the low frequency range of the spectra (below 2-3 Hz). The spectra measured at three 
different elevations in Figure 4.17 also indicate that spectral magnitudes did not vary 
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with height in a consistent way. For open country exposure (Figure 4.17a), the power 
spectra at the three elevations were very similar; for the over water exposure, though, 
more energy is concentrated in the low frequency range in the power spectrum 
measured at 1 m above the floor for both alongwind and crosswind conditions, as 
shown in Figure 4.17 (b). 
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Figure 4.17.  Power spectral density of turbulence in the BLWTL : 
(a) open country; (b) over water. 
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In Figure 4.18, measured spectra of alongwind velocity fluctuations are compared 
to two analytical expressions. In addition to the well known Davenport Spectrum 
(NBCC 1995), a modified version of the Kolmogorov inertial subrange spectrum is also 
plotted that was used in the numerical model employed in this study. In its original 
form, the Kolmogorov spectrum can be expressed as (Simiu and Scanlan 1996):  
3
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where )( fSu  is the spectrum of the fluctuating wind speed. Since this form of the 
spectrum is elevation dependent, while the measured spectra did not appear to be, 
Equation 4.1 was modified by the factor: 
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in which oL  (m) is a scaling constant selected by manually fitting the modified 
Kolmogorov spectrum to the measured data ( oL = 2.1 m for open country and 1.3 m for 
over water, respectively). This modified Kolmogorov spectrum was subsequently 
incorporated into the numerical analytical model. 
4.7 MODE SHAPE AND NATURAL FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS OF 
THE GUYED MAST MODEL IN STILL AIR 
The guyed mast model was also tested in still air (no wind) conditions to quantify 
its dynamic characteristics, including its fundamental natural frequencies and mode 
shapes, as well as its structural damping. Since no external forcing (no wind) was 
present in this case to excite the necessary vibration, an artificial means of exciting the 
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model was employed, using impact loads applied to the mast at various points along its 
height. Attempts were made to select locations for the impact loads that would excite 
the structure in a variety of vibration modes.  
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 Figure 4.18. Power spectra comparison of alongwind velocity: 
(a) open country; (b) over water. 
 
 
In addition to eight fixed accelerometers that had been mounted at four guy 
attachment levels at two orthogonal directions for the wind tunnel test, one pair of 
movable accelerometers was mounted at the mid-span of each panel of mast claddings 
successively to measure both alongwind (X) and crosswind direction (Y) accelerations 
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(Figure 4.19). Since there were sixteen panels along the mast, the movable 
accelerometers were set up 16 times to measure its response at each panel location; the 
duration of the measurement procedure was approximately five minutes for each setup. 
The instantaneous acceleration data were captured by the data acquisition system 
sampling at 110 Hz for each of the ten accelerometers used in every setup. 
(a) (b)
 
Figure 4.19. Model accelerometers in X and Y directions: (a) removable accelerometers; 
(b) fixed accelerometers at the guy level.  
 
The eight fixed accelerometers, mounted at the four guy levels, were chosen as 
reference accelerometers and used to normalize the results from the various setups so 
that they could be “pieced” together to form complete mode shapes. A total of twenty 
points along the mast were thus used as mode shape measurement points, as shown in 
Figure 4.20. In this figure, sixteen points (denoted as No. 1 to No. 16) located at 
approximately mid-span of each panel from the bottom to the top along the mast were 
selected as points monitored by the pair of movable accelerometers; the remaining four  
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Figure 4.20.  Locations of mode shape measurement points. 
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points were reference points (denoted by Fix-1 to Fix-4 in Figure 4.20). Therefore, the 
response of the model was measured at the selected 20 points in both alongwind (X) and 
crosswind (Y) directions using two movable accelerometers and eight reference 
accelerometers. 
4.8 WIND TUNNEL TEST OF THE SECTIONAL MODEL  
An aerodynamic test was conducted on a sectional model of the mast in the Wind 
Tunnel Laboratory at the University of Saskatchewan. The purpose of this test was to 
study the drag characteristics of the mast and their dependency on Reynolds number, as 
well as shielding effects on the mast cladding.  
The sectional model of the mast, representing a typical panel of the mast cladding 
and spine, was 179 mm in height and had a face width of 30 mm. The length of the 
spine was cut to be equal to the overall length of the cladding. The model was mounted 
on the tunnel floor with one end connected to a rigidly mounted plate (Figure 4.21). The 
sectional model was tested at fourteen different wind speeds in the range of 10 m/s to 30 
m/s and at three different wind azimuths (0o, 30o and 60o). The resulting Reynolds 
numbers were thus in the range of 23,000 to 70,000, which is subcritical (Figure 3.8). It 
should be noted that, in order to register sufficiently large readings on the force-balance 
assembly, the wind speeds used in these tests significantly exceeded those in the full 
model tests.   
The acting force was measured by load cells capable of measuring both lift and 
drag forces. The results were used to estimate the effective drag area ( ACD ) and to 
check shielding effects of the mast cladding on the three mast faces for various 
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orientations relative to the wind. The dependency of drag forces on Reynolds number 
was also examined. Results of these tests are presented in Section 5.9.  
 
Figure 4.21.  Model cladding drag test in the Wind Tunnel Laboratory at the  
University of Saskatchewan. 
 
An obvious limitation of these tests was the influence of end effects associated 
with the flow of air over the top of the specimen. These end effects introduced 
additional flow path around the top of the specimen, resulting in a lower drag 
coefficient for the body (Holmes 2001). Therefore, the drag characteristics obtained in 
this manner had to be viewed with some caution. 
For the purpose of calculating “effective” drag area of the cladding sections, a 
mean wind profile following a power law relationship (Equation 2.2) was fitted to mean 
wind speeds measured at various heights above the tunnel floor. It was determined that 
a power law exponent of 1.0=α  fit the measured wind profile very well (Figure 4.22).  
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Figure 4.22.  Wind velocity profile for Wind Tunnel Laboratory tests at the University of 
Saskatchewan. 
 
 
As noted previously, the wind speeds considered in the drag test, however, were 
higher than those in the test of full aeroelastic model; in addition, the turbulence level 
was different. As a result, the test results from the drag test could not be used directly as 
input to the numerical model. Instead, these results were used as a rough indication of 
the relative drag characteristics for the different wind azimuths. 
 
4.9 SUMMARY 
A wind tunnel test of the full aeroelastic model of a 300 m tall guyed mast was 
carried out in both open country and over water exposure simulating moderate and low 
turbulence conditions, respectively. Three wind directions were examined in this study. 
Various wind speeds were considered, up to a maximum of 5.5 m/s at the top of the 
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model. Dynamic responses measured during the wind tunnel tests included dynamic 
displacements, bending moments, and accelerations.  
The aeroelastic model was also tested in still air conditions to measure its 
fundamental dynamic characteristics such as natural frequencies, mode shapes and 
structural damping. 
A drag test of a section model of the mast cladding was carried out in the wind 
tunnel laboratory at the University of Saskatchewan to investigate the drag force 
characteristics and shielding effects. 
All wind tunnel test results are presented in Chapter 5. 
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5. WIND TUNNEL TEST RESULTS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The wind tunnel test results of the guyed mast dynamic characteristics measured 
from the six test series, as described in Chapter 4, are discussed in this chapter. The 
objective of this experimental program was to investigate the dynamic response 
characteristics of a 300 m guyed mast subjected to open country (moderate turbulence) 
and over water (low turbulence) exposure; comparisons were also made with 
predictions from an existing frequency domain analysis model described in Chapter 2.  
In this chapter, the wind tunnel test results of the full aeroelastic model of the 
guyed mast from the six test series, as well as the experimental results of the dynamic 
characteristics measured in still air, are presented, along with the drag test results of the 
sectional model of the guyed mast. Of particular interest was the degree to which the 
measured dynamic response characteristics agreed with those predicted by an existing 
numerical frequency domain dynamic analysis model. A frequency domain dynamic 
analysis model developed by Sparling (1995) specifically to address the buffeting 
response of guyed masts was used throughout this study. 
The dynamic responses presented herein include dynamic displacements, bending 
moments, the corresponding response spectra and peak factors, as well as model 
properties such as natural frequencies, mode shapes and structural damping. It 
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should be noted that, unless specifically noted otherwise, all test results reported in 
subsequent discussions are based on tests performed at the maximum wind speed in 
each test series, which was approximately 5.5 m/s at the reference height of h = 2.62 m 
above the tunnel floor. In addition, comparisons with numerical predictions in 
subsequent sections are all based on the response in the alongwind direction only, since 
the crosswind response was not calculated in the numerical model; the measured 
crosswind response, however, is also described in this chapter. It should be noted that, 
due to the large amount of data recorded, only typical samples of the results are 
presented in this chapter; the remaining data are included in Appendix A and B. 
The dynamic response of the aeroelastic model can be directly related to that of 
the full-scale prototype with the use of appropriate scaling parameters (Table 3.2). Since 
a preliminary study (Section 3.5) demonstrated that the numerically predicted dynamic 
response of the full-scale prototype and the corresponding scaled model were in 
excellent agreement, comparisons herein were only made between the direct wind 
tunnel measurements and the predicted response of the model-scale guy mast. 
5.2 DATA PROCESSING  
Before meaningful analyses could be undertaken, the raw test data had to be 
suitably conditioned using various digital signal processing routines. In addition, since 
the aeroelastic model was rotated through different wind azimuths, the output data had 
to be transformed to the global (mean wind direction) coordinate system in order to 
properly identify alongwind and crosswind response components.  
The orientation of the unrotated local (model structure) coordinate axes ( 'x  and 
'y  axes) with respect to the global coordinate axes (x and y axes) is illustrated in Figure 
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5.1, where the global coordinate system is defined by the mean wind direction. When 
the guyed mast was rotated at an angle of  θ  , defined as the clockwise angle between 
the global x (y) axis and the local 'x  ( 'y ) axis, the resulting wind-induced dynamic 
response components on the mast may be expressed as: 
θθ sincos '' yxx rrr +=          (5.1)  
θθ cossin '' yxy rrr +−=          (5.2)  
where xr  and yr  are the response components in the global coordinate system (x and y 
axes) in the alongwind (drag) and crosswind (lift) directions, respectively, while 'xr  and 
'
yr  are the response components in the local coordinate system ( 'x  and 'y  axes). The 
transformation function that relates vectorial response components (r) in the global 
wind coordinate system to that obtained directly from wind tunnel model tests ( 'r ) is 
thus given by: 
[ ] [ ][ ]'rkr =                       (5.3)  
So that 
[ ] 





−
=
θθ
θθ
cossin
sincos
k          (5.4)  
 
Figure 5.1.  Definition of local and global coordinate systems. 
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The measured bending moments from the wind tunnel test results were thus 
computed first by applying the calibration factors (Table 4.2), and then by applying the 
above transformation function. For measured acceleration data, on the other hand, the 
additional step of applying a digital high pass filter had to be carried out to attenuate the 
low frequency signal drift, which was found to be important in generating reliable 
dynamic displacements.  
An example time history of the measured acceleration at h = 2.85 m above the 
model base (representing a prototype height of 285 m above the base) is given in Figure 
5.2 for an elapsed period of 60 seconds for the case of open country exposure with the 
wind at 60o. The wind directions relative to the mast orientation are indicated on this 
and subsequent plots by a small icon superimposed on the figure, in which U  denotes 
the mean wind velocity. 
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Figure 5.2.  Time history of mast acceleration at top guy level (h = 2.85 m) for open 
country conditions with the wind at 60o. 
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Corresponding mast displacements at the four guy attachment levels were 
determined by integrating the measured instantaneous accelerations over the 
measurement time to yield velocities and displacement time histories consisting of 
70,656 points with a time increment of 0.009 s. For the integration process, the 
trapezoidal approximation method was adopted; additional filtering was applied at each 
time step using a high pass filter to remove the signal drift; also, linear regression was 
performed to remove the linear trend in the final displacement time history file. An 
example displacement time history at the top guy level (h = 2.85 m) produced from the 
acceleration time history illustrated in Figure 5.2 is presented in Figure 5.3 for an 
elapsed period of 60 seconds. It is apparent that the time histories of both acceleration 
and displacement appear to be random dynamic processes. Since the accelerometers 
could not detect static (time-invariant) displacement components, no mean response of 
displacement could be extracted from measured accelerations. 
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Figure 5.3.  Time history of mast displacement at the top guy level (h = 2.85 m) 
produced from acceleration time history for open country conditions with wind at 60o. 
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Alongwind dynamic mast displacements were also measured directly with a laser 
displacement sensor located at the top mast guy support level (h = 2.85 m), in which the 
mean response could be monitored. A time history of mast displacement measured 
directly from the laser sensor taken over a 60 second period is shown in Figure 5.4, in 
which the red dash line represents the mean displacement at the top of the mast.  
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Figure 5.4.  Example time history of mast deflections measured by the laser sensor at    
h = 2.85 m for open country exposure with the wind at 60o. 
 
As with all electronically gathered data, the proper data processing prior to more 
detailed analyses was of particular importance. A Matlab program specifically written 
by the author for this purpose was employed to perform the digital signal processing. In 
this program, a high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.1 Hz was adopted to 
remove signal drift. Power spectral density (PSD) functions were then computed using a 
fast Fourier transform (FFT). Prior to performing the FFT analysis, a Hanning window 
function, which is equivalent to one period of a cosine-squared function in the time 
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domain, was applied to each block of data to reduce spectral leakage and produce a 
smoother PSD function.  In addition, to attenuate random variations in the resulting 
PSD functions, the time history data was subdivided into blocks of 512 time steps; a 
FFT was then performed on each block individually, and the results were averaged. 
Furthermore, the data were subdivided such that there was a 50% overlap between 
successive blocks of data to increase the number of random data sets considered.  
 PSD functions of mast displacements obtained from a single data block of 512 
points, and one using an average of multiple blocks of 512 points with a 50% overlap 
are compared in Figure 5.5. As shown in Figure 5.5a, the red solid line and blue dashed 
line represent the spectra of two single cases of 512 point data blocks. It is apparent in 
Figure 5.5a that there is considerable difference between the two cases, making it 
difficult to identify meaningful response peaks; thus, averaging was found to be 
beneficial in reducing the influence of random variations and noise (Figure 5.5b).  
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Figure 5.5.  Power spectrum density of mast displacement at top guy level (h = 2.85 m) 
produced from acceleration time history for open country conditions with the wind at 
60o: (a) single block of 512 points; (b) averaged points. 
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5.3 DYNAMIC MAST DISPLACEMENTS   
Comparisons between alongwind dynamic mast displacements measured from the 
wind tunnel tests and those predicted using the frequency domain numerical model for 
the scaled guyed mast model (3.0 m tall) in both open country and over water exposure 
are provided in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, respectively, for the three wind directions 
considered in this study. Here, and in subsequent figures, the measured wind tunnel 
values are represented by solid circles, while predicted values are denoted by open 
triangles; U  represents the mean wind velocity at the reference height.  
The measured dynamic displacements presented herein were obtained by 
integrating the measured dynamic acceleration time series data twice with respect to 
time. Since static displacement components could not be measured by accelerometers 
(Section 5.2), only frequency domain predictions for the mean displacements are 
provided; in addition, to facilitate comparisons between measured and predicted 
displacements, the peak dynamic displacements shown on the right-most plots in both 
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 do not include the static mean component.  
With the wind at 0° (Figure 5.6a), the frequency domain analysis results 
underestimate the measured rms and peak dynamic displacements by a significant 
margin. With the wind at 30° (Figure 5.6b), on the other hand, there is good agreement 
between measured and predicted rms and peak dynamic displacements, with the 
theoretical displacements being marginally higher over the middle third of the mast. 
Finally, when the wind was at a 60° orientation (Figure 5.6c), the numerical predictions 
were significantly higher, particularly over the top half of the mast. There are a number 
of possible explanations for these observed discrepancies, not the least of which may 
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Figure 5.6. Comparison of theoretical and measured alongwind deflections in open 
country conditions: (a) wind at 0o; (b) wind at 30o; and (c) wind at 60o. 
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Figure 5.7. Comparison of theoretical and measured alongwind deflections in over-
water conditions: (a) wind at 0o; (b) wind at 30o; and (c) wind at 60o. 
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include possible differences between assumed and actual drag and wind characteristics 
(turbulence levels and correlation lengths). Differences can also be expected given the 
fact that the aeroelastic model properties were designed based on still air conditions and 
may not have precisely captured the nonlinear behaviour of the model under wind loads. 
For the over water conditions (Figure 5.7), similar trends were observed except 
that predicted responses were consistently larger relative to measured values than was 
seen for open country conditions. With the wind at 0° (Figure 5.7a), there was excellent 
agreement between measured and predicted rms and peak dynamic displacements along 
the entire height of the mast. At the top guy support level, for example, differences 
between the rms and peak dynamic responses of 7% and 14%, respectively, were 
observed. For the other two wind directions (Figure 5.7b and Figure 5.7c), on the other 
hand, the frequency domain analysis results appear to overestimate the measured rms 
and peak dynamic displacements, particularly in the upper half of the mast. While the 
numerical results predict substantially higher dynamic displacements with the wind at 
60° compared to the other wind directions, measured values for all three wind directions 
were comparable in magnitude. 
For the case with the wind at 60°, though, similar discrepancies have also been 
noted in a previous numerical study (Sparling 2001) comparing linear dynamic 
frequency domain analysis results with those obtained using a fully nonlinear time 
domain analysis. This, perhaps, suggests that nonlinear damping effects associated with 
vibrations of the highly slackened leeward guys on the upper levels of the mast may be 
beneficial in reducing dynamic mast displacements. The fact that similar reductions 
were not evident with the wind at 0° in either the wind tunnel test results from the 
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current study or the nonlinear numerical results from Sparling (2001) may be attributed 
to the skewed orientation of the leeward guys relative to the mean wind direction, which 
would have meant that these guys were not slackened to the same extent as the leeward 
guys for the other wind directions considered. 
The measured mast displacements in open country and over water conditions for 
the three wind directions are summarized in Table 5.1. As expected, corresponding rms 
and peak dynamic displacements are consistently 2.5 - 4 times as large for the open 
country exposure, as compared to over water exposure. 
Comparisons between measured and predicted (numerically calculated) responses 
are provided in Table 5.2. Here, the difference ∆ is defined as: 
                      %100
Re
ReRe
×
−
=∆
sponseNumerical
sponseNumericalsponseMeasured
      (5.5) 
 As suggested in Figure 5.6, the results in Table 5.2 confirm that the agreement between 
measured and predicted responses is greatest for the wind at 30o, as well as at 60o for 
the lower guy levels.  
One observation that is of interest for design purposes is that the peak dynamic 
displacements for open country exposure conditions are roughly comparable in 
magnitude to the predicted mean displacements for all wind directions. This highlights 
the importance of including an allowance for dynamic response in the evaluation of 
serviceability requirements for communication structures. 
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Table 5.1. Summary of measured mast displacements. 
rms Dynamic Peak 
Wind Direction Guy Level Roughness 
[mm] [mm] 
Open Country 0.92 3.49 
1 
Over Water 0.29 1.19 
Open Country 1.41 5.33 
2 
Over Water 0.43 1.63 
Open Country 1.92 8.18 
3 
Over Water 0.52 1.98 
Open Country 2.58 9.74 
4 
Over Water 0.79 3.21 
Open Country 41.5 41.9 
0o 
 
C.O.V. (%) † 
Over Water 41.5 43.2 
Open Country 0.74 2.91 
1 
Over Water 0.43 2.92 
Open Country 0.98 3.88 
2 
Over Water 0.29 1.14 
Open Country 1.32 4.80 
3 
Over Water 0.34 1.34 
Open Country 2.30 8.84 
4 
Over Water 0.64 2.77 
Open Country 51.4 51 
30o 
 
C.O.V. (%) † 
Over Water 36.7 45.7 
Open Country 1.09 4.43 
1 
Over Water 0.51 1.62 
Open Country 2.38 8.48 
2 
Over Water 0.54 2.32 
Open Country 1.85 7.89 
3 
Over Water 0.50 1.95 
Open Country 2.43 8.69 
4 
Over Water 0.68 2.68 
Open Country 32.2 27 
60o 
 
C.O.V. (%) † 
Over Water 15.2 21.3 
C.O.V†: Coefficient of variation of response levels. 
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Table 5.2. Comparisons of measured and predicted mast displacements. 
rms  Peak  
Test Theory ∆  Test Theory ∆  Roughness 
Wind 
Direction Guy Levels 
[mm] [mm] [%] [mm] [mm] [%] 
1 0.92 0.36 156 3.49 1.52 130 
2 1.41 0.80 76 5.33 3.38 58 
3 1.92 1.15 67 8.17 4.78 71 
4 2.58 1.58 63 9.74 6.88 42 
Average 1.71 0.97 76 6.68 4.14 61 
0o 
C.O.V. (%) 41.5 53.5 22 41.9 54.6 23 
1 0.74 0.57 30 2.91 2.43 20 
2 0.98 1.22 20 3.88 5.17 25 
3 1.32 1.68 21 4.80 7.11 32 
4 2.30 2.2 5 8.84 9.18 4 
Average 1.34 1.42 6 5.11 5.97 14 
30o 
C.O.V. (%) 51.4 48.9 5 51 48.1 6 
1 1.09 0.9 21 4.43 3.81 16 
2 2.38 1.86 28 8.48 7.78 9 
3 1.85 2.73 32 7.89 11.47 31 
4 2.43 3.97 39 8.69 17.02 49 
Average 1.94 2.36 18 7.37 10.02 26 
Open 
Country 
60o 
C.O.V. (%) 32.2 55.3 42 27 56.1 52 
1 0.29 0.23 26 1.19 1.00 19 
2 0.43 0.47 9 1.63 2.0 19 
3 0.52 0.61 15 1.98 2.57 23 
4 0.79 0.85 7 3.21 3.75 14 
Average 0.51 0.54 6 2.00 2.33 14 
0o 
C.O.V. (%) 41.5 47.91 13 43.2 49.13 12 
1 0.42 0.35 20 2.92 1.51 93 
2 0.29 0.70 59 1.14 3.00 62 
3 0.34 0.88 61 1.34 3.78 65 
4 0.64 1.09 41 2.77 4.63 40 
Average 0.42 0.75 44 2.04 3.23 37 
30o 
C.O.V. (%) 36.7 41.37 11 45.7 41.05 11 
1 0.51 0.55 7 1.62 2.35 31 
2 0.54 1.07 50 2.32 4.58 49 
3 0.50 1.40 64 1.95 5.88 67 
4 0.68 1.93 65 2.68 8.27 68 
Average 0.56 1.24 55 2.14 5.27 59 
Over  
Water 
60o 
C.O.V. (%) 15.2 46.87 68 21.3 46.99 55 
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Example traces of the instantaneous horizontal position of the mast, relative to its 
mean position, at the penultimate guy support level on the wind tunnel model are 
provided in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 for open country and over water exposure, 
respectively. Here, each plot represents a measured time period of approximately 33 s.  
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Figure 5.8.  Measured horizontal mast displacement (δ) trajectories in open country 
conditions at the penultimate guy support level for a period of 33 s: (a) wind at 0o; (b) 
wind at 30o; and (c) wind at 60o. 
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Figure 5.9.  Measured horizontal mast displacement (δ) trajectories in over water 
conditions at the penultimate guy support level for a period of 33 s: (a) wind at 0o; (b) 
wind at 30o; and (c) wind at 60o. 
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For wind directions of 0° and 30° (Figure 5.8 a, Figure 5.8 b, Figure 5.9 a, and 
Figure 5.9 b), crosswind (lateral) dynamic displacement fluctuations are clearly as large 
or larger, in general, than corresponding alongwind (longitudinal) fluctuations. Similar 
trends were reported in a previous numerical study of three-dimensional guyed mast 
behaviour (Sparling and Davenport 1998). Contrary to the response of conventional 
(unguyed) structures, this relatively large cross-wind response may be attributed to the 
fact that slackening of the leeward guys significantly reduces the lateral stiffness of the 
system, particularly for wind at 0° and 30°. Currently, crosswind response is routinely 
ignored in design standards and in practice (CSA 2001, EIA/TIA 1996 and CEN 1997).  
The pronounced skewed directional tendency for dynamic displacements taking 
place predominantly along an axis oriented at approximately 45° to the mean wind 
direction when the wind was at 60° (Figure 5.8c and Figure 5.9c) may have resulted 
from an unintended lack of symmetry in the model construction and / or erection, but 
cannot be explained adequately at this time. 
5.4 BENDING MOMENTS 
Comparisons between distributions of measured and predicted mean, rms and 
peak bending moments are shown in Figure 5.10 for open country conditions and in 
Figure 5.11 for over water conditions. The measured bending moments presented herein 
were obtained by applying calibration factors introduced in Section 4.4 and the 
transformation function (Eq. 5.1) for different wind directions to convert measured 
strains to bending moments. In this case, since the strain gauges were capable of 
measuring both the static and dynamic bending moments, the measured mean responses 
were available from the wind tunnel test results and, consequently, have been included 
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Figure 5.10. Comparison of theoretical and measured alongwind bending moments in 
open country conditions: (a) wind at 0o; (b) wind at 30o; and (c) wind at 60o. 
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Figure 5.11.  Comparison of theoretical and measured alongwind bending moments in 
over water conditions: (a) wind at 0o; (b) wind at 30o; and (c) wind at 60o.  
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in the peak (mean plus dynamic) response plots on the right side of Figure 5.10 and 
Figure 5.11. 
The general form of corresponding predicted and measured dynamic bending 
moments were found to be very similar. In all cases, there was a fairly uniform 
distribution of measured dynamic (rms) bending moments over much of the mast 
height, a feature also predicted by the numerical model. Equally significant were the 
distinctly different mean (static) response patterns, which exhibited large variations 
over the mast height, along with regions of near-zero bending close to points of 
contraflexure. These notable differences between mean and dynamic bending moments 
demonstrate the shortcomings of the so-called “gust factor method” employed by the 
Canadian Standard CSA-S37-01 (CSA 2001), in which the peak response is estimated 
on the basis the mean wind load increased by a uniform “gust factor”.  
Given the level of uncertainty in both the numerical and physical model 
parameters, there is also a satisfactory degree of similarity between the magnitudes of 
the measured and predicted dynamic bending moments. The somewhat lower numerical 
rms values predicted for winds at 30° and 60° are largely compensated for in the total 
predicted peak response through the assumption of a conservative peak factor of 
0.4=pg (see Section 5.5). 
Comparisons between measured and theoretically predicted bending moments in 
open country and over water exposure are shown in Figure 5.11. It is evident here that 
good agreement is generally observed. 
Table 5.3 summarizes the wind tunnel measurements of mast bending moments 
averaged at model midspan and guy levels, respectively, under three wind azimuths in 
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two different terrains; Table 5.4 gives the comparison of the averaged dynamic response 
with that based on the numerical model. 
In Table 5.3, it is evident that the measured mean response exhibited large 
variability at all locations, with C.O.V. values ranging between 44.8% and 665%, while 
the rms response was much more consistent, particularly at the guy levels where C.O.V. 
values for the rms response ranged from 0.07% to 5.5%. In addition, the dynamic 
response in open country exposure was generally observed to exhibit larger variance 
than corresponding over water terrain when wind was at 30° and 60°.  
Based on an examination of Figure 5.10  and Table 5.4, it can be concluded, on 
the whole, that there is reasonably good agreement between measured and predicted 
mean bending moments, particularly over the top half of the mast. Predicted dynamic 
moments tend to be slightly underestimated relative to measured values near the third 
mid-span region (approximately 2.5 m above the base) except with wind at 0o, in which 
excellent agreement was achieved. The highest measured mean and dynamic bending 
moments were seen with the wind at 60°, a condition also predicted by the frequency 
domain analysis model. This is consistent with the results in open country exposure. 
The large reported differences between measured and predicted mean bending moment 
responses seen in Table 5.4, are skewed to some extent by the near-zero response levels 
predicted for several locations in the lower third of the mast. The resulting large 
percentage differences, in spite of the more modest absolute differences, were found to 
have a significant influence on the average difference values summarized in Table 5.4. 
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Some differences between observed and predicted responses are to be expected 
given the uncertainties associated with the strain gauge calibrations. As reported in 
Section 4.4, the calibration factors of the middle two gauge levels were obtained using a 
different procedure from the others, due to difficulties in the calibration process 
associated with the overall length of the mast. The simply supported beam conditions 
assumed for these calibrations may not have been achieved exactly due to the negative 
self weight moments that existed at the two supports, which may have led to an 
overestimation of the response. One indication that the calibration factors for these 
locations were suspect was that they were found to be larger than those at other 
locations, whereas the gauge characteristics themselves were not expected to vary 
significantly. Furthermore, the measured bending moments near mid-height of the mast 
tended to be the largest relative to corresponding predicted values. 
5.5 DYNAMIC PEAK FACTORS 
In the frequency domain analysis method, a statistical peak factor pg , as defined 
in Eq. 2.49, was used to scale calculated rms response levels to expected peak dynamic 
values. An equivalent parameter relating to the measured test data can be expressed as 
follows: 
( )
test
test ~
ˆ





 −
=
r
rrg p       (5.6) 
in which rˆ , r  and r~  are the peak, mean and rms response values, respectively, 
determined from wind tunnel test results. For displacement measurements, since the 
accelerometer readings did not include mean responses, measured peak values 
represented peak dynamic response ( rr −ˆ ) directly. For bending moments, on the 
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other hand, mean response values were subtracted from the peak measurements, as 
suggested in Equation 5.6.           
Comparisons of the measured and predicted peak factors for alongwind 
displacements and bending moments in open country conditions are provided in Figure 
5.12 (a) and Figure 5.12 (b), respectively, for each of the three wind angles tested. 
Similar peak factors for over water conditions are given in Figure 5.13 (a) and Figure 
5.13 (b). Averaged peak factors for all wind directions and elevations are summarized 
in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6. Although measured and predicted values were quite similar, 
peak factor values predicted by Equation 2.49 in the frequency domain method 
consistently overestimated measured values by an average of 9.0% for displacements 
and 3.6% for bending moments in open country exposure. 
Due to the dependence of the response cycling rate ν   on the natural frequencies 
if  of the system, as demonstrated in Equation 2.50, the peak factor pg  will also 
increase with increasing natural frequencies. Therefore, peak factors at the prototype 
scale would be lower than those determined for the models as a result of the frequency 
scaling relationships. Because of this, corresponding prototype peak factors are also 
provided in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6. For this comparison, frequency domain peak factor 
estimates at the prototype scale were calculated directly; since comparable prototype 
values were not available for the measured values, however, approximate prototype-
scale peak factors for the measured data were estimated based on the ratio between 
corresponding predicted prototype and model ratios. It is evident that prototype-scale 
peak factors are 5 – 21% below the commonly assumed value of 4.0, depending on the 
response type and wind direction. It should be noted, though, that peak factors are also 
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dependent on damping levels in the structure, which may differ in practice from those 
used in this study. 
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Figure 5.12.  Comparison of measured and theoretical peak factors ( pg ) in open 
country conditions: (a) alongwind displacements; and (b) alongwind bending moments. 
 
 
5.6 POWER SPECTRA  
Power spectral density functions (PSD), or power spectra, provide a means of 
indicating how the energy of a particular response is distributed with frequency. 
Example power spectra for measured alongwind displacements at the top guy support 
level and bending moments at the midspan of the penultimate mast span in open country 
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exposure are shown in Figure 5.14; here, the spectra are plotted in the more convenient 
)( fSf r verses )(ln f  form, which enclose the same area as the original spectra. To 
reduce the uncertainty in the measured spectra, each plot represents the averaged results 
from PSD functions of 257 equal length time series data segments, each of which was 
normalized by its respective mean-square value 2σ . 
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Figure 5.13. Comparison of measured and theoretical peak factors ( pg ) in over water 
conditions: (a) alongwind displacements; and (b) alongwind bending moments. 
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Table 5.5.  Comparison of average peak factors ( pg ) at model and prototype scale 
(open country). 
Model Scale Prototype Scale Wind 
Angle Peak Factors 
Measured Predicted Measured† Predicted 
 
Average 
error 
(%) 
Displacement 3.9 4.24 3.36 3.66 
0o 
Bending Moment 4.23 4.38 3.69 3.82 
5.7 
Displacement 3.84 4.22 3.31 3.64 
30o 
Bending Moment 4.01 4.32 3.48 3.75 
8.1 
Displacement 3.87 4.23 3.34 3.65 
60o 
Bending Moment 4.27 4.28 3.7 3.71 
4.3 
†Estimated on the basis of the ratio between predicted prototype to model scale values. 
 
 
Table 5.6.  Comparison of average peak factors ( pg ) at model and prototype scale  
(over water). 
Model Scale Prototype Scale Wind 
Angle Peak Factors 
Measured Predicted Measured† Predicted 
Average 
error 
(%) 
Displacement 3.938 4.3 3.414 3.731 
0o 
Bending 
Moment 4.74 4.45 4.16 3.9 
7.5 
Displacement 4.6 4.29 3.99 3.71 
30o 
Bending 
Moment 4.23 4.39 3.69 3.83 
5.6 
Displacement 3.83 4.27 3.31 3.69 
60o 
Bending 
Moment 4.3 4.38 3.75 3.82 
6.1 
†Estimated on the basis of the ratio between predicted prototype to model scale values. 
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Figure 5.14. Example power spectra in open country exposure for alongwind mast 
deflection (δ) at the top guy level and midspan bending moment (M) in the 
penultimate span: (a) wind at 0°; (b) wind at 30°; and (c) wind at 60°. 
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As expected, dynamic displacements were dominated by the low frequency 
background response, represented by the wide region below approximately 1.5 Hz, as 
well as by a relatively few of the lower vibration modes indicated by the peaks in the 
plots starting at approximate 2 Hz. Spectra for dynamic bending moments, on the other 
hand, exhibit six or more clearly identifiable resonant peaks in the higher frequency 
range, indicating the active participation of higher bending modes in the bending 
response.  
These spectral characteristics are consistent with the trends observed in the 
dynamic peak factors. As illustrated in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6, the peak factors for 
bending moments are generally larger than those of displacements as a result of the 
significant contributions provided by the higher modes of vibration for bending 
moments, while the dynamic response of displacement was principally due to the lowest 
few modes of vibration (Eq. 5.6). Very similar results were obtained using the 
frequency domain analysis method. 
5.7 STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
5.7.1 Overview 
The dynamic characteristics of guyed masts such as natural frequencies, mode 
shapes and structural damping were measured from recorded free vibration acceleration 
time histories measured in still air (no wind) conditions. The response of the guyed mast 
model was measured at 20 points along the mast, four of which were at the guy 
attachment levels, and the remaining 16 points located at each mid-span of the mast 
cladding sections. Two orthogonal response components were measured at each point.  
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As introduced in Section 4.7, measured horizontal mast acceleration time histories 
excited by suddenly applied (impact) forces applied to the mast were recorded for 16 
instrumentation setups. Each data set included the acceleration time histories at the four 
guy attachment points, which were used as stationary reference points, as well as at one 
location along the midspan regions of the mast measured by a pair of movable 
accelerometers. Each acceleration time history record consisted of 32768 points 
recorded at a time increment of 0.009 seconds.  
The dynamic characteristics presented herein are based on information from the 
measurement derived in still air, combined, wherever possible, with properties obtained 
from the turbulent wind measurements. It should be noted, however, that the collection 
of experimental data on natural frequencies and mode shapes was particularly difficult 
since several of the lower modes were not well separated and, therefore, difficult to 
distinguish. 
5.7.2 MACEC SOFTWARE  
The commercially available program MACEC (Katholieke University, 1999), 
specifically intended for modal data analysis, was employed to extract the dynamic 
properties from the measured acceleration time histories. The stochastic subspace 
identification (ssi) method was used for this purpose, which is based in the time domain 
method, and tends to provide more accurate results than frequency based methods 
(MACEC tutorial, 1999). In order to combine the results from all 16 still air 
measurement set-ups, the results for each data set were normalized by the response at 
the top guy level, which was used as a common reference for all set ups. 
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5.7.3 Natural Frequencies  
The degree of similarity in model characteristics between the wind tunnel and 
numerical models was evaluated by comparing corresponding natural frequencies and 
mode shapes. To determine the natural frequencies, it was necessary to examine the 
respective power spectral density (PSD) functions of the measured acceleration, which 
defined the distribution of acceleration with respect to frequency.  
Figure 5.15 illustrates an example of the measured free vibration acceleration 
spectra obtained from one measurement setup involving five measurement points, 
including four guy attachment points (denoted as xa1 , xa2 , xa3  and xa4 )  and one 
location at the mid-span of a cladding section (denoted as mxa  ) in still air condition. In 
this approach, the natural frequencies were estimated by locating the highest spectrum 
values at each pronounced peak.  It can be seen from Figure 5.15 that the dominant 
peaks tend to appear at the same frequency for the various locations on the model, 
thereby denoting a system natural frequency. The amplitudes at the peak locations were 
then used to derive the corresponding mode shapes. It is also apparent that several of the 
higher modes are indicated by clearly defined peaks on the spectra while many of the 
lower modes, especially with frequencies less than 8 Hz, overlap to some degree and are 
thus less clearly defined. This demonstrates why the lower modes, dominated by guy 
vibrations, were more difficult to measure accurately.  
Since the model properties were inferred from measured acceleration spectra, only 
those modes exhibiting significant mast motion could be determined. Also, as 
mentioned previously, some modes could not be distinguished from one another in the 
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measured data due to a number of closely spaced modes that were evident in the 0 – 
10 Hz range.  
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Figure 5.15.  Example acceleration spectra at five locations along the mast in still air, 
free vibration conditions. 
 
A comparison between natural frequencies extracted from measured data and 
those predicted analytically for the lowest eight detectable vibration modes in still air 
flow is provided in Table 5.7; a similar comparison for open country exposure at 
various wind azimuths is summarized in Table 5.8. In general, the agreement between 
measured and theoretical values was fairly close (with one exception, between 2.3% -
7.9% error), with the numerical model providing slightly higher estimates of natural 
frequencies, on average. It should be noted, though, as suggested in Figure 5.15, that it 
was often difficult to determine precisely which of the closely spaced measured modes 
actually corresponded to specific theoretical modes. Therefore, in Table 5.7, where a 
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measured frequency fell between two predicted values, the error between the measured 
values and the average of the two adjacent predicted frequencies is reported. 
Table 5.7.  Comparison of natural frequencies in still air flow. 
Natural Frequency (Hz) Vibration 
mode Measured Predicted 
Error (%) 
1 2.57 2.50 2.7 
2.71 
2 3.545 
4.22 
2.3 
3 5.645 5.2 7.9 
4 8.366 8.96 7.1 
11.62 5 13.74 
14.89 
3.5 
6 19.95 22.82 14.4 
7 27.95 29.95 7.1 
8 35.82 37.71 5.2 
 
 
Table 5.8.  Comparison of natural frequencies in open country exposure. 
Wind at 0o Wind at 30o Wind at 60o 
Vibration 
mode Measured 
(Hz) 
Predicted 
(Hz) 
Measured 
(Hz) 
Predicted 
 (Hz) 
Measured 
(Hz) 
Predicted 
(Hz) 
1 2.08 2.60 2.64 2.50 2.47 2.60 
2 3.11 3.30 - 3.76 3.78 3.45 
3 4.13 4.20 - 4.44 - 4.06 
4 6.37 6.64 6.15 6.40 6.29 6.65 
5 8.79 8.96 8.86 7.23 8.93 9.32 
6 13.72 15.00 13.73 13.08 13.80 14.63 
7 20.02 22.83 20.01 22.87 20.09 23.00 
8 27.92 29.95 28.03 29.96 28.05 29.82 
9 35.83 37.71 36.00 37.71 36.01 37.76 
10 46.76 48.51 - 48.49 46.45 48.47 
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5.7.4 Mode Shapes  
The measured vibration mode shapes for the mast in still air and computed mode 
shapes from the frequency domain analytical model are illustrated in Figure 5.16, in 
which red solid crosses represent the four guy levels. Because the mode shapes are 
dimensionless, the numerical and measured shapes were all scaled with respect to the 
top guy level (h = 285 m). While the frequency domain shapes were calculated directly 
as part of the required eigenvalue analysis, measured mode shapes were inferred from 
the relative magnitude of resonant peaks on the acceleration spectra at various 
elevations on the mast.  
In addition, example vibration mode shapes determined on the basis of wind 
tunnel measurements and frequency domain analysis results are also presented in Figure 
5.17. For the wind tunnel measurements, only four measurement points (i.e. the 
accelerometers at the four guy support levels) were obtained. It should be noted that the 
data presented here were taken from tests performed under open country exposure at the 
maximum wind speeds considered for each wind direction; due to the nonlinear 
structural properties of the guys, therefore, it is expected that these dynamic properties 
may differ from those under still air conditions. 
As can be seen in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17, the selected measured and 
predicted mode shapes are generally in good agreement, exhibiting, in most cases, the 
same basic pattern and number of node (zero) points, if not always similar magnitudes 
at all elevations. This was not true, however, for all modes that were investigated. In 
many cases, the experimental mode shapes could not be adequately defined due to 
difficulties in distinguishing between closely spaced modal peaks in the lower 
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frequency range (0-10 Hz), although a number of peaks were obvious in the 
acceleration spectra.  
Several features of the vibration modes were noted. First of all, as expected, the 
curvature of the deflected mast shape increased with increasing natural frequency. The 
numerical model clearly showed that the lower modes were dominated by large 
amplitude guy vibrations, starting with those at the top support level for the 
fundamental mode and moving downward to lower guy levels for successive modes.  
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Figure 5.16. Comparison of measured and predicted vibration mode shapes in still air 
conditions. 
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Figure 5.17. Comparison of measured and predicted vibration mode shapes found under 
open country exposure: (a) wind at 0o; (b) wind at 30o; and (c) wind at 60o. 
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Higher modes, on the other hand, were characterized mainly by mast motion, with little 
guy vibration. 
Secondly, a number of complex modes (in which each part of the structure has not 
only its own amplitude of vibration, but also its own temporal phase angle) were 
indicated by the ssi analysis. In part, these complex modes may be due to the nonlinear 
guy response, as this is a characteristic of nonlinear systems. On the other hand, the 
complex modes may be an artifact of the modal extraction analysis, related to the 
difficulty in distinguishing between closely spaced modes. Therefore, when the 
structure was excited at a frequency between two closely spaced natural frequencies, the 
apparent measured mode shapes may have resulted from a combination of two pure 
mode shapes, as demonstrated in Figure 5.16 for f = 3.54 Hz.  
It can be concluded, though, that experimental results generally supported 
theoretically derived mode shapes in cases where reliable comparisons were feasible. 
5.7.5 Structural Damping  
Structural damping measurements for the guyed mast model were carried out in 
still wind conditions by means of impact-induced excitation (Section 4.7). Because of 
the still air conditions for these tests, it was assumed that energy dissipation due to air 
viscosity was negligible. Therefore, all observed damping was attributed to the 
structure. 
An example recorded acceleration time history over 50 seconds at a mast midspan 
location under repeated impact load, is provided in Figure 5.18. Here, the damping is 
readily apparent in the exponentially decaying response amplitudes over time.  
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Figure 5.18. Time history of mast acceleration in forced vibration in 50 seconds. 
 
The computer program MACEC (see Section 5.7.2) was also employed to analyse 
the traces and, thus, to determine the structural damping using the ssi time domain 
method. The average computed structural damping ratios for twelve modes are 
tabulated in Table 5.9. These results suggest structural damping ratios of the model 
varying from 0.5% to 5% of the critical damping, with higher damping ratios generally 
observed for the lower modes dominated by vibration of the guys.  
 
Table 5.9.  The averaged measured structural damping ratio of model in different modes. 
Mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Frequency 
(Hz) 2.22 3.48 5.39 6.37 8.29 13.8 19.9 27.8 35.68 41.6 47.2 53.9 
Damping 
ζ  (%) 2.54 1.60 5.89 3.14 3.08 0.69 1.26 0.64 0.6 0.65 0.67 0.51 
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It should be noted that, due to the complex dynamic behavior of guyed masts 
caused by the interaction of the mast and the nonlinear guys, the structural damping was 
very difficult to capture accurately. The structural damping ratio adopted for use in the 
frequency domain analysis model in this study was taken as 0.5% of critical for all 
modes; therefore, on the basis of the measured structural damping ratios, it may be 
expected that predicted dynamic responses in the lower modes would be overestimated 
slightly due to the higher observed damping in these modes.     
Approximate structural damping ratios representing the composite behaviour of all 
active vibration modes were also estimated based on the decaying characteristics of the 
free vibration response envelopes, such as those shown in Figure 5.18 (Clough and 
Penzien, 1975). These composite damping ratios were found to range from 0.2% to 
0.6% for all the data sets considered. 
5.8 DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AT DIFFERENT WIND SPEEDS 
5.8.1 Introduction 
A number of assumptions were made in the design of the scaled model. First, it 
was assumed that drag properties were Reynolds number independent. Secondly, 
aerodynamic instabilities, including vortex shedding, were ignored. Finally, the scaled 
model properties were defined for still air conditions, assuming that nonlinear effects 
associated with changes in cable sag under wind loads would also be adequately 
represented by the scaling laws.  
A series of wind tunnel tests were therefore conducted under different wind 
velocities to investigate the factors mentioned above. In these tests, the mean wind 
speed was continuously increased in constant increments from 0.58 m/s to 5.5 m/s (5.8 
150 
m/s to 55 m/s at full scale), measured at the reference height of h = 2.62 m above the 
floor. The corresponding dynamic characteristics, including bending moments, 
displacements and the power spectra, are presented herein. Trends in the dynamic 
response characteristics were then used to assess the influence of Reynolds number and 
other wind speed related effects. 
5.8.2 Bending Moments 
As presented in Chapter 3, the wind drag force on structures may be dependent 
upon Reynolds number (Fig. 3.8) which, in turn, is determined by the wind speed (Eq. 
3.19). Therefore, in order to study Reynolds number effects on the guyed mast model, 
the dynamic response at several wind speeds are presented and compared, including the 
mean response, rms amplitude and peak response, all in the alongwind direction. 
The overall variation of bending moments of the guyed mast at three different 
wind angles is shown in Figure 5.19 for open country conditions. Each graph within this 
figure includes a series of six typical response patterns for wind velocities varying from 
1.08 m/s to 5.56 m/s. Similar dynamic response comparisons in over water conditions 
are shown in Figure 5.20, including a series of seven typical response patterns at 
different wind speeds varying from 0.95 m/s to 5.56 m/s.  
Since the wind drag force is proportional to the second power of the wind 
velocity, the amplitude of the dynamic response (bending moments and displacements) 
in these and subsequent plots are normalized by the square of the reference wind speed:                                                                 
2
2
U
Ur
r
ref
n =                                                                                                (5.7)  
where nr  is normalized response, r  is the measured dynamic response under mean 
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Figure 5.19. Measured normalized alongwind bending moments in open country 
conditions at various wind speeds (m/s): (a) wind at 0o; (b) wind at 30o; and (c) wind at 
60o. 
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Figure 5.20. Measured normalized alongwind bending moments in over water 
conditions at various wind speeds (m/s): (a) wind at 0o; (b) wind at 30o; and  
(c) wind at 60o. 
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wind speed U  and refU  is the reference mean wind speed, which was chosen as the 
maximum wind speed in the relevant test series. Here, all wind speeds refer to the mean 
measured value at the reference Pitot tube, located 2.62 m above the tunnel floor. 
In general, the normalized bending moment response for a given wind condition 
was similar for all wind speeds with all plots falling within a relatively narrow band. 
The striking exceptions to this occurred at the lowest wind speeds in each series 
(approximately 1.0 m/s), for which the normalized response increased significantly 
relative to other wind speeds. In part, this larger relative response at low wind speeds 
may reflect a sudden, large increase in the drag resistance of the cylindrical components 
at very low Reynolds numbers (less than 104 ), as previously suggested by Simiu and 
Scanlan (1996). A rapid increase in the stiffness of the windward guys as the mast 
begins to deflect from its still air position (Sparling 1995) may also contribute to the 
observed response differences at low wind speeds.  
To facilitate comparisons at the higher wind speeds that are of most interest, the 
data from Figure 5.19 have been plotted in Figure 5.21 for wind speeds in the range of 
about 2.95 m/s to 5.56 m/s. As seen, with wind at 0o, the normalized mean, rms and 
peak response at the four different wind speeds in this higher range are all in excellent 
agreement; for wind at 30o and 60o, the distributions are all very similar as well. The 
lack of any significant trend in the mean normalized response (the left most plots on  
Figure 5.19 to Figure 5.21) for all three wind directions at wind speeds above 3 m/s 
suggests that drag characteristics were relatively insensitive to wind speed over that 
range. Also, the predictable normalized peak response in both the along-wind and 
across-wind directions at all wind speeds tested provided no evidence of any tendency  
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Figure 5.21. Measured normalized alongwind bending moments in open country 
conditions at wind speeds between 2.95 m/s to 5.56 m/s: (a) wind at 0o; (b) wind at 30o;  
and (c) wind at 60o. 
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toward the development of aerodynamic instabilities, including vortex shedding, which 
would have manifested themselves by a sudden increase in the relative response levels 
at particular wind speeds. Although there appears to be a slight slow, consistent increase 
in the level of the normalized rms response (the middle plots on Figure 5.21) with 
increasing wind speeds, this may simply reflect the expected shift in the turbulent power 
spectrum toward the higher frequency range that contributes heavily to the resonant 
bending moment response. 
5.8.3 Displacement 
Similarly, the variation of mast displacements at the four guy support levels at 
seven wind speed increments in open country exposure are presented in Figure 5.22. As 
was done for the bending moment response, the displacement amplitudes presented here 
have been normalized by the square of the wind speed (Eq 5.7).  The trends observed in 
the normalized displacements are generally similar with those discussed previously for 
bending moments. As illustrated, with wind speed of 2 m/s or lower, a marked increase 
is evident in the normalized displacement response, likely due to higher cylindrical drag 
characteristics at low Reynolds numbers, as discussed in the previous section. 
The normalized displacement data are replotted for wind speeds in the range of 
2.95 m/s to 5.56 m/s in Figure 5.23. In general, the mean and peak dynamic normalized 
responses were very similar for these stronger wind conditions. Unlike bending 
moments, there was no evidence of a trend of increasing normalized dynamic response 
at higher wind speeds since the lower modes that dominate displacement response 
would be influenced to a lesser degree by the shift to increasing frequencies in the 
turbulence. 
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Figure 5.22.  Measured normalized alongwind mast displacements at various wind 
speeds in open country conditions: (a) wind at 0o; (b) wind at 30o; and (c) wind at 60o. 
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Figure 5.23.  Measured normalized alongwind mast displacements for wind speeds 
between 2.95 m/s and 5.56 m/s in open country conditions: (a) wind at 0o; (b) wind at 
30o; and (c) wind at 60o. 
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The rather significant discrepancies in mean normalized displacement noted at 
wind speeds near 3 m/s for wind at 30o and 60o, may be indicative that nonlinear effects 
associated with guy sag were still evident at these wind speeds, but became less 
prominent as the wind speed increased further.  
Overall, then, the results of these tests suggest that the Reynolds number 
dependency of the drag forces in this model study were relatively weak for stronger 
winds with speeds higher than 3 m/s. Furthermore, no evidence of aerodynamic 
instability was detected over the range of wind speeds investigated. 
 
5.8.4 Power Spectra of Mast Displacement Based on Laser Transducer 
Measurements 
The guyed mast displacement at the top guy level (285 m at full scale height) in 
the alongwind direction was also measured by a non-contacting type of laser 
displacement transducer (see Fig. 4.9) mounted on the roof of the wind tunnel. The 
instantaneous displacements were recorded at scaled wind speeds varying from 0.046 
m/s to 5.5 m/s for three different wind directions in both open country and over water 
exposure. The normalized power spectra of the displacement at eight different wind 
speeds are plotted in Figure 5.24, showing the spectral variation with increasing wind 
speeds. Here, smoothed spectra obtained by averaging results from multiple segments 
have been normalized by the mean-square value 2~r  of the measured response for each 
test; again, the spectra have been plotted in the form of )( fSf r  vs. )ln( f  to facilitate 
comparisons over wider frequency ranges.  
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Figure 5.24.  Power spectra of displacement at the top of the mast in open country 
exposure at varying wind speed, measured by a laser transducer: (a) wind at 0o; (b) wind 
at 30o; and (c) wind at 60o. 
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From Figure 5.24 (a), (b) and (c), it can be seen that the spectral distributions in 
various wind conditions are fairly similar. In all cases, it is evident that the resonant 
components of the displacements at the top of the mast are dominated by the first and 
second modes (approximately 2.5 and 3.2 Hz, respectively, as discussed in Section 
5.7.3). In addition, significant response is also apparent in the wide, low frequency 
range associated with the quasi-static background response. This finding is consistent 
with results from the numerical model, which suggested that mast displacements were 
generally contributed by lower modes, which are dominated by the slack upper guy 
cables. It is also shown in Figure 5.24 that, with the increasing wind speeds, the 
background portion of the response increases relative to the resonant component. 
Furthermore, the energy distribution is seen to shift gradually to accentuate the first 
mode response (approximately 2.5 Hz) at the expense of the second mode with the 
increasing wind speeds. As an example, when wind speed was 0.59 m/s, both first and 
second modes contribute almost same portion to the total response; for a wind speed of 
5.5 m/s, on the other hand, the first mode dominates the mast motion with much less 
contributed from the second mode on a relative basis. This feature is particularly 
evident when wind at 60o, for which the first mode accounts for almost all of the 
resonant displacement response at the top guy level at the higher wind speeds.          
5.9 DRAG TEST RESULTS 
As described in Section 4.8, a series of section tests were conducted at the 
University of Saskatchewan to measure the drag characteristics of a typical mast 
section. The measured effective drag areas ( ACD ) of the mast section obtained from the 
drag tests with wind at 0o, 30o and 60o are presented in Figure 5.25. The primary focus 
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of these tests was to investigate the Reynolds number ( eR ) dependency of the drag 
force, as well as to determine the influence of wind direction on drag force. It is notable 
from Figure 5.25 that the effective drag area generally does not vary with Reynolds 
number for wind at 0o and 60o; hence, it may be concluded that the drag coefficient of 
the mast cladding is not dependent on Reynolds number for these directions, which was 
expected due to the fact that the mast is primarily composed of cladding sections with 
sharp corners, causing immediate flow separation. For wind at 30 degree, on the other 
hand, the drag coefficient at the lower wind speeds appears to be somewhat dependant 
on Reynolds number. 
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Figure 5.25.  Comparison of effective drag area of the cladding for different wind 
directions based on section tests at the University of Saskatchewan. 
 
A comparison of the measured effective drag areas with the computed theoretical 
value according to National Building Code (NBCC 1995), which is based on global 
shielding factors and was adopted for the numerical analytical model, is also presented 
in Figure 5.25. As seen in this figure, the theoretical drag area for the mast cladding 
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according to the NBCC (represented by the dashed red line) appears to provide a 
conservative estimate of the effective shielding factor. In addition, while no directional 
difference is implied in the NBCC method, measured effective drag area for the 
cladding was lowest when wind at 30o, while highest drag area was found with the wind 
at 60o. The section drag test results therefore indicate that the assumptions used in the 
analytical model for drag areas were highly conservative.  
Due to limitations in the drag tests, however, the results presented herein must be 
viewed with caution. First, due to the limited height of the section model, tip vortices 
(end flow at the top) may have resulted in artificially low drag readings. Secondly, the 
drag test was conducted only in smooth flow, which may not provide an accurate 
representation of turbulent conditions. Finally, the wind speeds used for the section tests 
varied from 10 m/s to 30 m/s during the drag test, compared to speeds of 0 m/s to 5.5 
m/s in the BLWTL wind tunnel tests. While these factors made it impossible to apply 
the findings of the section drag rests in a quantitative manner, they were useful in aiding 
in the qualitative interpretation of the model wind tunnel test results.  
 
5.10 SUMMARY 
The dynamic characteristics of a 300 m guyed mast were experimentally measured 
using wind tunnel tests on an aeroelastically scaled model, and the measured responses 
were compared with those obtained from a frequency domain analytical model. 
Comparisons of the results between the numerical model and the wind tunnel model 
were presented in terms of displacements, bending moments, peak factors, natural 
frequencies, mode shapes and structural damping. In addition, the bending moments, 
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displacements and the relative power spectra under different wind speeds varying from 
0 m/s to 5.5 m/s were presented.  
It is clear from the results that, considering the level of uncertainty involved, good 
agreement was observed between the experimental measurements and the theoretical 
dynamic response, especially for mast bending moments, as well as the relevant peak 
factors, with the numerical model results being somewhat conservative on average. In 
addition, the measured structural dynamic properties, such as natural frequencies, mode 
shapes and structural damping, were found to be satisfactorily similar to those predicted 
by the analytical model. 
A detailed summary and listing of conclusions are reported in Chapter 6. 
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 SUMMARY 
A wind tunnel study was undertaken on a full aeroelastic model of a 300 m tall 
guyed mast in both open country (moderate turbulence) and over water (low turbulence) 
exposure to investigate the dynamic response characteristics of guys and guyed masts 
subjected to various wind conditions.  
The primary objective of this study was to use wind tunnel testing to obtain 
reliable measurement data representing the dynamic response of a full-scale 300 m tall 
guyed mast under both open country and over water conditions. Although the dynamic 
response of telecommunication guyed masts subjected to wind loads has been routinely 
analyzed using a number of numerical models, typically in the frequency domain, 
insufficient experimental data are available to adequately validate the proposed 
analytical methods. Thus, the need for experiments to examine the dynamic response 
remains. 
In this investigation, a representative 300 m tall guyed mast, designed in 
conformance with the Canadian design standard CSA-S37-01 (CSA 2001), was used as 
the prototype for the wind tunnel study. Representative properties for the prototype 
were selected on the basis of a parametric study of 41 existing masts of various sizes. 
The design wind speed was intended to represent a strong wind condition based on a 
survey of climatic data from 640 sites across Canada (NBCC 1995). A full aeroelastic 
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1:100 scale guyed mast model was designed and constructed, simulating the exterior 
geometry and the shape of the prototype as well as the stiffness, mass and drag 
characteristics according to Froude number scaling. 
The wind tunnel test of the aeroelastic guyed mast model was carried out in both 
open country and over water exposure in the BLWTL to determine the nonlinear, wind-
induced dynamic response of masts subjected to moderate and low turbulence flows. 
Three different wind azimuths (0o, 30o and 60o) were examined to define the critical 
peak response. 
Dynamic responses measured during the wind tunnel tests including dynamic 
displacements, bending moments, the corresponding response spectra and peak factors, 
as well as model properties such as natural frequencies, mode shapes and structural 
damping. Comparisons were made with predictions obtained from an existing frequency 
domain analysis model. It was found that good agreement was generally achieved 
between the frequency domain analytical model and the wind tunnel model. 
6.2 CONCLUSIONS 
The experimental results of the guyed mast dynamic response were compared with 
those from the frequency domain analysis model. The following conclusions can be 
drawn from this experimental investigation on a 300 m guyed mast: 
1. Generally, the agreement of dynamic response characteristics between the 
measurement from the wind tunnel tests and the numerical model was satisfactory.  
2. The degree of agreement between predicted and measured dynamic displacements 
depended on the direction of the wind relative to the mast and wind conditions. In 
open country exposure, with the wind parallel to the windward guy lane (wind at 
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0o), the frequency domain analysis results underestimated the rms and peak 
dynamic displacements by a significant margin, while for other wind directions, 
the predicted displacements were similar to or greater than measured values. The 
numerical predictions were significantly higher over the top half of the mast, 
particularly with the wind at 60o. There was some evidence to suggest that the 
nonlinear behaviour of slackened leeward guys helped reduce dynamic 
displacements, particularly near the top of the mast. In over water conditions, on 
the other hand, good agreement was observed between the measured and predicted 
dynamic displacements when the wind was blowing in the plane of the windward 
guy lane (wind at 0o).  For other directions, dynamic displacements tended to be 
overestimated by the frequency domain analysis, particularly in the upper half of 
the mast. Once again, the lower measured response was possibly due to nonlinear 
damping effects associated with vibrations of the highly slackened leeward guys 
on the upper levels of the mast, which may be beneficial in reducing dynamic 
mast displacements.  
3. The magnitude and distribution of measured and predicted dynamic bending 
moments were acceptably similar all along the mast for the three wind directions 
considered in this study. As predicted by the frequency domain numerical 
analysis, measured dynamic (rms) bending moments were found to be distributed 
in a fairly uniform manner over much of the mast height. Mean (static) bending 
moments, on the other hand, were found to exhibit large variations over the mast 
height, along with near-zero response zones at points of contraflexure. These 
notable differences demonstrate the shortcomings of the “gust factor method” 
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employed by the Canadian Standard CSA-S37-01 (CSA 2001).  The measured and 
predicted peak bending moments were found to be comparable in magnitude. The 
discrepancies, where they existed, could probably be attributed to either to 
uncertainty in model calibration factors, or to required assumptions in the 
numerical model, such as structural damping levels and effective drag 
coefficients. 
4. Measured dynamic peak factors (the ratio of peak dynamic response to rms 
response) appeared to be slightly lower (9.3% for displacements and 3.6% for 
bending moments in open country exposure, 3.77% for displacements and 0.38% 
for bending moments in over water exposure) than the assumed value (4.0) 
adopted for the frequency domain model.  Estimated full-scale peak factors based 
on the wind tunnel test results (3.33 for displacements and 3.62 for bending 
moments in open country exposure, as well as 3.57 for displacements and 3.86 for 
bending moments in over water exposure) were well within expected ranges and 
slightly lower than the commonly assumed design value of 0.4=pg . 
5. Where it was possible to clearly distinguish resonant peaks in the response 
spectra, the experimental results of natural frequencies and mode shapes of 
vibration agreed well with predicted values from the analytical model. However, 
the presence of closely spaced modes made it difficult to confidently identify all 
modes based on the measured time series results, in part due to coupling effects 
which could have contributed to the detection of apparently complex modes. 
6. The vibration modes obtained from both the measurements and theory indicate 
that lowest modes were dominated by large guy movements at the top guy level 
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and small mast movements; the middle modes were characterized by coupled 
effects between the guyed cables and mast, and thus involved moderate 
movements in both the guys and mast; meanwhile, the highest modes involved 
significant mast movements with little guy vibration. The spectra of bending 
moments and displacements also indicated that the lower modes typically 
accounted for most of the mast displacements, while higher modes typically 
dominated the dynamic bending moments.   
7. The structural damping ratio of guyed mast measured in free vibration and still air 
conditions was found to be approximately 0.5%-6% of critical damping for most 
modes, which compared well with that assumed for the analytical model, which 
was taken as 0.5% of critical for all modes. However, there was considerable 
variability in the measured values. 
8. The observed discrepancies of dynamic response between the aeroelastic model 
and the numerical model can be attributed to a number of factors: (a) the 
aeroelastic model properties were based on still air conditions, so that the 
numerical model may not have precisely captured the nonlinear behaviour of the 
model under wind loads; (b) the structural damping levels assumed in the 
numerical model may have differed from those of the aeroelastic model; (c) the 
calibration factors used to calculate measured bending moments were somewhat 
uncertain; (d) the air density may have differed from that assumed in the open 
country and over water conditions; (e) effective drag areas may have been 
different than that assumed, and (f) scaling effects on the model as well as the 
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nonlinear variation of guy tension may not be reproduced exactly in numerical 
model. 
9. It is evident that displacement at the top of the mast was dominated by the lowest 
two observable modes. In addition, the resonant portion of this response decreased 
relative to the background component with the increasing wind speeds. 
10. Comparison of the drag response of the sectional model of cladding to theoretical 
predictions from NBCC (NBCC 1995) indicates that theoretical predictions were 
fairly high relative to measured values. In addition, the maximum drag force was 
found to occur with wind at 60 degrees to the mast, while relatively small drag 
forces were measured with wind at 30 degrees. This suggests that special attention 
should be paid to wind at 60 degrees when designing a guy mast; however, the 
applicability of these results is questionable due to limitations in the test set-up. 
11. Dynamic response in open country exposure was much more severe than that in 
over water exposure. In addition, the measured dynamic response with wind at 60 
degrees was consistently higher than the other two wind directions. 
6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Recommendations for further research work based on results from the present 
study are presented below. 
1. A wind tunnel test of the dynamic response of the guyed mast model combining 
ice and wind loads is recommended. It would be useful to obtain a direct 
measurement of the axial forces, in addition to bending moments. 
2. For the guyed mast considered in this study, significant crosswind response has 
been observed. A more comprehensive investigation using a suitable numerical 
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model may be carried out to examine the dynamic response in crosswind direction 
in more detail. 
3. The measured dynamic response was compared with a numerical model based on 
the frequency domain method. A similar comparison with the other commonly 
used type of numerical dynamic model, namely a time domain analysis model, 
would be useful to explore more complex, nonlinear behaviours of guyed masts. 
4. There is a need to measure the guy tension in order to better study the nonlinear 
effects of guy cable stiffness, as well as the effect of wind loads acting on the 
cables. 
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APPENDIX A --- DYNAMIC RESPONSE IN CROSSWIND  
A.1. BENDING MOMENTS  
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Figure A.1. The measured crosswind bending moments in open country conditions:  
(a) wind at 0o; (b) wind at 30o; and (c) wind at 60o. 
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Figure A.2. The measured crosswind bending moment in over water conditions:  
(a) wind at 0o; (b) wind at 30o; and (c) wind at 60o. 
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A.2. DYNAMIC MAST DISPLACEMENTS  
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Figure A.3. The measured crosswind mast deflections in open country conditions:  
(a) wind at 0o; (b) wind at 30o; and (c) wind at 60o. 
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Figure A.4. The measured crosswind mast deflections in over water conditions:  
(a) wind at 0o; (b) wind at 30o; and (c) wind at 60o. 
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APPENDIX B --- TIME HISTORY OF MEASURED DYNAMIC 
RESPONSE  
B.1. MAST DISPLACEMENTS IN OPEN COUNTRY CONDITIONS 
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Figure B.1. Time history of mast displacement at 213 cm above the base produced from 
acceleration time history for open country conditions with wind at 0o: 
(a) alongwind direction; (b) crosswind direction. 
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Figure B.2. Time history of mast displacement at the top guy level (h = 285 cm) 
produced from acceleration time history for open country conditions with wind at 30o:                
(a) alongwind direction; (b) crosswind direction. 
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Figure B.3. Time history of mast displacement at the top guy level (h = 285 cm) 
produced from acceleration time history for open country conditions with wind at 60o:                
(a) alongwind direction; (b) crosswind direction. 
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B.2. MAST DISPLACEMENTS IN OVER WATER CONDITIONS 
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Figure B.4. Time history of mast displacement at the top guy level (h = 285 cm) 
produced from acceleration time history for over water conditions with wind at 0o:                
(a) alongwind direction; (b) crosswind direction. 
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Figure B.5. Time history of mast displacement at the top guy level (h = 285 cm) 
produced from acceleration time history for over water conditions with wind at 30o:                
(a) alongwind direction; (b) crosswind direction. 
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Figure B.6. Time history of mast displacement at the top guy level (h = 285 cm) 
produced from acceleration time history for over water conditions with wind at 60o:                
(a) alongwind direction; (b) crosswind direction. 
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B.3. MAST BENDING MOMENTS IN OPEN COUNTRY CONDITIONS 
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Figure B.7. Time history of measured mast bending moment at the top midspan  
(h = 248 cm) for open country conditions with the wind at 0o:  
(a) alongwind direction; (b) crosswind direction. 
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Figure B.8. Time history of measured mast bending moment at the top midspan  
(h = 248 cm) for open country conditions with the wind at 30o:  
(a) alongwind direction; (b) crosswind direction. 
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Figure B.9. Time history of measured mast bending moment at the top midspan  
(h = 248 cm) for open country conditions with the wind at 60o:  
(a) alongwind direction; (b) crosswind direction. 
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B.4. MAST BENDING MOMENTS IN OVER WATER CONDITIONS 
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Figure B.10. Time history of measured mast bending moment at the top midspan  
(h = 248 cm) for over water conditions with the wind at 0o:  
(a) alongwind direction; (b) crosswind direction. 
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Figure B.11. Time history of measured mast bending moment at the top midspan  
(h = 248 cm) for over water conditions with the wind at 30o:  
(a) alongwind direction; (b) crosswind direction. 
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Figure B.12. Time history of measured mast bending moment at the top midspan  
(h = 248 cm) for over water conditions with the wind at 60o:  
(a) alongwind direction; (b) crosswind direction. 
 
 
 
